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YOUNG DIRECTOR:
University student
Brian Turtle is directoring a movie called
'Fourth Street'; PAGE 7

HIGH: 54 I LOW 36

Associated Press Photo

WAR: The original Eisenhower
teletype message announcing
Germany's surrender in WWII.

'WWII
Ends'
message
sold
By Kia Shant'e Bream
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

LEXINGTON. Va. — Bob
Rchenberg happened to be the
lieutenant on d. y in the code
room In Nancy, France, when a
Teletype message from Gen.
Dwight Eisenhower arrived
announcing Germany's surrender in World War II.
Fichenberg forwarded the
message to army commanders,
per Eisenhower's orders, then
stuffed the document into his
uniform pocket
"I thought, This might make
a good souvenir,"' Fichenberg
said. "I put it in my pocket and
forgot about it"
The message was discovered
more than 50 years later in
Rchenberg's old footlocker, still
in the pocket where he had put
iL
On Wednesday, the original
Teletype message Fichenberg
took on May 7,1945, was given
to Virginia Military Institute for
display in its museum.
But Fichenberg, a retired
news reporter and editor, wasn't the one to donate the document. Instead, it found its way
to VM1 through an unlikely tuni
of events.
Fichenbergs footlocker was
stored in his mother's attic in
New Jersey until she died, and
WAR, PAGE 2
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WORKING: Shawn Cisco, a junior MIS major, stocks the shelves of his store, #1 Wholesale Nutrition. Cisco is a student at Bowling Green as well as owning his own business downtown.

IN THE MIND OF A STUDENT...

ENTREPRENEUR
Fifth in a weekly feature

By Kdtey Ftsher
STAJF WRITER

Most college students have
one thing in common; not
enough money.
A new trend is enabling students with financial burdens the
opportunity to stay in school and
complete their degree.
You may have seen advertisements in the classifieds promising a job from your dorm room.
Others have chosen a different
route and started their own business
For Shawn Cisco, student
owner of #1 Wholesale Nutrition
on Wooster Street, starting his
own business was a different way
to fill his time and provide a service to the students and the
community.

"I started selling nutrition
products from my house and
thought there was a need for a
nutrition store in Bowling Green.
A lot of college students work out
a lot and it is really inconvenient
for them to drive to Toledo, plus
the prices are a lot higher," Cisco,
junior MIS major, said.
Cisco opened his store in
January, and said that every
month sales get better. He also
has the added benefit of being a
monopoly in town.
"There is a risk with starting
your own business, but if you
wait until you are already settled
in a real job then you have to
wony about leaving your 'comfort zone.' There isn't as much
risk now because 1 don't have
another job," he said.

According to Robert Smith,
founder
of
www.campusbiz.homepage.co
m, 31 percent of college students
have to leave school because
they can't afford tuition.
"Part time jobs, work-study
and financial aid just isn't
enough any more. Many students are using their talents,.
skills and hobbies to start businesses from their dorm," Smith
said.
Smith's Internet company
offers students the opportunity
to work from their dorm room or
home. This company is just one
of many that pays students to
search for people, real estate and
many other things.
According to Smith, every stu-

dent-entrpreneur has dreams of
becoming "the next Michael
Dell," founder and CEO of Dell
Computers, who started the
company in his dorm room.
"Running a part time business
teaches discipline, commitment,
responsibilities, goal-setting and
time and money management.
It also beats 'maxing out' credit
cards," Smith added.
Some essential things a "student-entrepreneur" needs to
know, according to Cisco, is
whether or not there is a need for
the product and what the market
is like.
Cisco also said that money is a
big thing. First students need to
get loans or grants and write up a
business plan. They also need to

talk to suppliers and decide
exactly what they are going to
sell. Next they should do a survey to determine if there is a
need for the product. Finally,
they would need to get sign permits and a business and vendor
license.
His advice to a student interested in opening their own business is to talk to others in the
field and get advice on what the
market is like.
"Starring a new business is
only as hard as you think it is,"
Cisco said. "If you doubt yourself
then you won't get anywhere."
Students looking for assistance can also contact the Small
Business Development Center
which is located in College Park.

BG voted 11th best small city
By Araie Moss
SUFI WRITER

Associated Press Photo

UNDER WATER: Traffic moves slowly in a driving rain through a
small flooded section of the Florida's Panhandle.

Lifeless city waits
BylttlrafrChtrNs
ASSOCIATED PRESS WHITER

MIAMI — Thousands of people remained without power
and hundreds of stalled vehicles
sat on still-flooded roadways
Thursday as South Florida
began drying out from a tropical
downpour that dumped more
than 18 inches of rain over two
days.

'....

Most schools reopened in
Miami-Dade County, except at
15 schools with flooded or powerjess campuses. The region
remained in a state of emergency imposed by Gov. Jeb
Bush, and President Clinton
promised he would send federal

help.
FLOODING, PAGE 2
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To students who see Bowling
Green as a small, boring college
town - guess again. In
September, it was voted as
America's 11th best small city for
living.
Bowling Green was picked as
number 11 of 632 small cities on
the basis of several demographic
studies.
The people at Bizjoumals.
com Demographics Daily conducted the survey completely on
their own from census information and other public demographic records on cities that
had populations between 10,000
and 50,000.
"We had no idea that die survey was being done and no idea
that we were involved," said
Bowling Green Mayor John
Quinn.
"No one from our offices submitted any information," said
)en Ruhe, executive director of
the Chamber of Commerce,

Bizjoumals.com scored each
of the 632 cities in the categories
of vitality, supply of good jobs,
freedom from stress, connection
to cultural mainstream, support
for schools, access to health care,
low cost of living and small town
character.
"I don't understand how they
could have scored us in some of
these categories without being
here," Ruhe said.
There was a possible of 100
points per category. The points
from each category were then
averaged and cities with scores
of 80 or better were labeled as
"dreamtowns." There was a total
of 141 "dreamtowns."
Bowling Green had an overall
score of 93.13, making it the
highest ranking Ohio city,
according to Quinn. Bowling
Green missed out on the number 10 spot by .02 points to
Durango, Colo.
However,
Morgantown, W. Va. was the only
city to receive a perfect score of
100 points.

Other Ohio cities to make the
listing of "dreamtowns" were
Perrysburg, Findlay, Athens,
Wilmington and Wooster.
Bowling Green scored highest
in the categories of education
and job quality, but according to
Ruhe, the University was a big
plus.
"The University offers a lot of
programs,
activities
and
resources that a small town
couldn't do itself," Ruhe said.
"Some of the greatest things
about Bowing Green are the
school system, location, the
University, the parks and the
small town atmosphere," said
Sue Kinder, Wood County
recorder. "These are the things
that make Bowling Green what it
is today."
"Millions who live in big cities
or suburbs dream of getting out.
Our goal was to provide them a
list of small cities that offer relief
CITY, PAGE 2
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LAMPS: The city just recently
installed new lampposts.
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NASA calls off launch of shuttle
ByMarciaDunn
»P AEROSPACI WRITER

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. —
NASA called off Thursday's
launch of space shuttle Discovery
because of last-minute concerns
over bolts on the external fuel
tank.
A valve problem found later in
the shuttles main propulsion system delayed liftoff until at least
Monday.
The valve, which controls the
flow of fuel, appeared to be sluggish during routine operations.
Workers will have to enter
Discovery's engine compartment
to check the valve; to replace it, if
necessary, will take three days.
This 100th space shuttle flight
is a crucial space station construction mission.
"We think it's prudent to stand
down," said shuttle manager
lames HalselL "In other words,
we do not want to get go fever."'
The bolt problem occurred
Sept. 8 during space shuttle
Atlantis' launch but was discovered only Wednesday.
While analyzing Clm returned
to Earth aboard Atlantis two
weeks ago, engineers noticed
that one of the three bolts
between Atlantis and the external
fuel tank did not retract properly
eight minutes into the flight.
Photographs showed 2 1/4 inches of the 14-inch bolt sticking out
on the tank.
Engineers reviewed the film
again Thursday but could not figure out what happened. So the
Discovery countdown was halted, just before the start of fueling,
to give them time to analyze
Atlantis' problem to see if it might
affect Discovery. The seven astronauts had not yet boarded the

shuttle.
Before launching Discovery,
NASA wants to understand the
bolt malfunction and determine
whether it poses a danger. At
worst, a protruding bolt could
cause the separated tank to tumble and slam into the shuttle.
"I think the word you use
would be 'catastrophic,"' said
I l.iKfll. himself a shuttle pilot. "I
would not want to expose astronauts to that risk."
The troublesome bolt from
Atlantis is at the bottom of the
Atlantic, along with what is left of
the rest of the external fuel tank.
The 153-foot, rust-colored tank is
jettisoned once the shuttle reaches orbit.
There is evidence of bolt problems on previous flights, including Endeavour's launch in
February, said launch manager
Bill Gerstenmaier. But the bolts
have never protruded like this, he
said.
NASA usually has more time
between flights to review all the
data from the previous mission,
but has quickened its launch
pace to build the international
space station.
The minimum number of days
allowed between shuttle launches is 21. This gap would have
been 27 days if Discovery had
soared Thursday.
Halsell said NASA remains
committed' to launching space
shuttles seven or eight times a
year. Next time, though, the
space agency may try to analyze
the film more quickly, he noted.
"If there's a success to be
shown here, it's that the system
does work and that we're able to
respond even this close in to the
next launch," he said.

Associated Press Photo

LAUNCH: The space shuttle Discovery waits on it s launch paid for its launch. The launch was delayed because NASA was unsure about
some ot the ships functions.

Governor's trial for cheap settlement ends
By Melinda Oeslatte
ASSOCIAKO PRESS WRITER

Associated Press Photo

INSURANCE: Paul Carmouche, Caddo Parish district attorney, left, and Carey Schimph, a member of
Ronald Weems' law firm, enter the federal courthouse after the lunch break.

BATON ROUGE La. — Former
Gov. Edwin Edwards was a "master of deception" known for
shady deals, the federal prosecutor in the colorful politician's latest corruption trial said in closing
statements Thursday.
In his second trial this year, the
73-year-old Edwards is accused
of letting the owner of a failed
insurance company off the hook
with a $2.5 million settlement
that prosecutors said should have
been millions more.
Negotiators had sought $6 million to satisfy creditors in the case
of Cascade Insurance owner
David Disiere.
"Edwin Edwards is the master.
He's the master of deception. He's
the master of corniption. Don't
tolerate it," Assistant U.S.
Attorney Sal Pcrricone told the
jury.
Defense attorneys countered

in their closing statements that
the government case was weak,
built on wiretaps which were
inconclusive and testimony by a
corrupt state judge who made a
deal with prosecutors to avoid a
long prison term and big fine.
The jury is expected to get the
case Friday after receiving
instructions from U.S. District
ludge Edith Brown.
In May, Edwards was convicted
in a separate trial of racketeering
and fraud involving the licensing
of casinos during and after hi;
fourth term, which ended ir
January 1996. He is appealing
and has not been sentenced.
Now Edwards, Insurance
Commissioner lim Brown and
Shreveport lawyer Ronald Weems
are charged with insurance, mail
and wire fraud and conspiracy.
Brown and Weems also are
charged with lying to investigators

Messenger's brother auctions off declaration
WAR, FROM PAGE 1

then it wound up in the attic of
Fichenberg's brother. One day in
1997, his brother looked through
the locker and came across the
document. He decided to put it
up
for
auction,
telling
Fichenberg about it after he had
already turned it over to the auction house.
"I would have never auctioned
it," Fichenberg, who now lives in
Mt Vemon, said Wednesday. "It
was beyond price to me."
Sanford J. Mock of Beverly

• II

Mock agreed to present the
WWII document for display at
the VMI Museum.
"It hit me like a ton of bricks,"
Garrison said of the first time he
saw the message. "When I
touched this document, 1 felt an
electricity. "This is the thing that
stopped all the bloodshed. I
think it's fitting for it to be here at
VMI, which gave a considerable
amount of its sons in the second
World War."
Gen. Josiah Bunting III, superintendent of VMI, said the document will serve as an inspiration

to cadets and faculty.
The document changed
hands in a small ceremony at
Bunting's home on the post.
Mock also gave VMI some handwritten Eisenhower letters and
an original Philadelphia Evening
Bulletin newspaper dated May 7,
1945, that announced the end of
the war.
"Anything that connects VMI
with service to our country and
its past, particularly with World
War II, is wonderful," Bunting
said
Ah Associated Press reporter,

Edward Kennedy, scooped the
press release and wired the news
home to the United States. He
was expelled from the European
Theater for doing so.
In the end, Fichenberg, who
declined to reveal his age, still
wished he had the document. He
said he was disappointed by
what his brother did but was
happy the document ended up
at VMI.
"If it can't be in my den, then
that's where it ought to be," he
said.

ig a concern for Florida hurricane victims

FLOODING, FROM PAGE 1

Officials reported more than
93,000 homes with about
214,000 residents in still-flooded
areas of Miami-Dade, Broward,
and Monroe counties.
About 9,000 homes and businesses remained without power
Thursday, Florida Power and
Light reported. Spokesman Bill
Swank said many of those were
served by underground lines,
and restoring all power may take

/

Hills, Calif., bought the piece of
paper at a New York auction
house in October 1997 for about
$5,000. He added it to his collection of Eisenhower letters.
"At the time, I didn't really realize the impact of this particular
document," Mock said. "It came
to me later that this was more
valuable than I imagined. It's
worth a great deal more than
what I paid for it."
By virtue of his friendship with
Haley Garrison of Williamsburg,
another rare documents collector and 1961 VMI graduate,

several days. About 91,000 customers had lost power.
There were no immediate estimates of the cost of the damage.
Bush toured the washed-out
communities on Wednesday. At
a Sweetwater shelter, one of two
opened in the county, the governor was greeted by about 150
flood victims.
"My house smells like pee,"
Amelia Wybem, 38, told Bush.
"It's completely flooded. I've lost
everything."

On Florida's west coast, flood
warnings were issued for parts of
Lee County as 9 inches of rain fell
Wednesday. In Lehigh Acres,
children rowed in boats along
streets. Vacant lots and lawns
were under 3 feet of water.
The storm, labeled a subtropical depression by the National
Hurricane Center in Miami, was
responsible for two deaths.
A 36-year-old worker died
Wednesday morning when he
fell about 35 feet while trying to

drain a roof on Miami Beach,
police spokesman Al Boza said.
A 41 -year-old worker at Miami
International Airport died when
he drove a vehicle towing luggage into an overflowing canal.
The torrential rain moved off
over the Atlantic Ocean, and
flood watches were lifted late
Wednesday for southeastern
Florida, but forecasters said
there was still a 40 percent
chance of rain Thursday.
The Miami-Dade County
Health Department warned resi-

dents to avoid contact with
standing water that could be
contaminated by overflow from
sewer systems and septic tanks.
White House spokesman
Steve Boyd said President
Clinton, who came here Tuesday
to raise money for Democrats
but was sidelined by thunderstorms, will sign a disaster declaration request allowing victims
to get state and federal money to
help them recover from the
storm.

Edwards faces a possible 250
years in prison on the racketeering and fraud conviction. In the
current case, he could be sentenced to a maximum of 230
years and $12 million in fines.
Edwards ended two days of
testimony on Wednesday saying
he wouldn't lie to the jury
because "I've got to make preparations for the next world."
Three other men pleaded
guilty in the case, including former state ludge Foster "Foxy"
Sanders, who testified at
idwards' trial. Sanders, who was
oviiseeing the state receivership
office that liquidates failed insurance companies, said Edwards
offered him a bribe to help cause
a low settlement in the Cascade
case.
Edwards also was tried and
found innocent in 1985 and 1986
on racketeering charges involving health care investments.

Bowling Green
voted 11th
best small city
CITY, FROM PAGE 1

from metropolitan hassles and
Bowling Green is definitely on
that list," said G. Scott Thomas,
editor of Demographics Daily.
"We're really happy to get this
recognition." Quinn said
"This is a very nice honor for
the community and for the
educators, administrators and
community member who
helped achieve this rating,"
Rune said
If you would like to find out
more about Bowling Green and
other "dreamtowns" visit
www.bizjoumals.com.
did you know....

19% of
Blockbuster
video's revenue
comes from

overdue fees.
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The people of Serbia
have joined together to
topple the Milosevic
regime. Even the police
have ignored orders and
rebelled against Slobo.
Therein lies the difference between Serbian
police and Seatde police.
.Serbian police aren't bullied by the evil empire.

,
|

Bntafi school
Sound enocked
venial noun
Dyangvat
Actress sterna

e

J. Michael Lehrer

Bound and Gagged

Contrary to popular belief wc
here at the newsroom put a lot of
thought into what goes on page 3
for the following day.
No. really we do.
Through all the endless hours
of work and worry, numerous
story topics have slipped through
the cracks or have been laughed
at by our evil editor.
Now that I. Michael is gagged
and bound in the closet we found
this the perfect time to publish
these stories.

I Pity the Foot An in-depth
profile of Ryan Halfhill's obsession with Mr. T. and khaki pants,
and why he's seen "Be Somebody
or Be Somebody's Fool" over four
million times.
Hey, can you blame him? We
cant.

Gwar/Lleberman 2000: A
Campaign Report on Presidential
Candidate Gwar and their journey down the "Road to the White
House."
It's a long-awaited break we at
the BG News have been looking
for.

If I Go Crazy: A story of the
Page 3 dictator and his love of
Superman Underoos.
Not that he doesn't like Batman
Underoos. Superman ones are
just better.

Bush/Cheney
2000:
A
Campaign Report on Presidential
Candidate Bush, with an indepth interview with front man
Gavin Rossdale.
Commentary on how their
most recent release could hurt
their election chances.

INCUMBENT
KrisW.Shefveland

CHALLENGER
Al "Gwar Halfhill

5 list ol lapses

The Path to Fame Who we
have to sleep with to get cast in
BGSU theatre productions.
This is the real reason that we
don't tell our mothers about auditions.

Hussein's
Playhouse: The
story of a Kindercare gone wrong.
What bad press can do to an evil
fascist and his desert nomad
regime.

Poopster Boowangin, Super
Hero for Hire A sordid true-life
tale of a superhero in our day and
age. The mild-mannered Ron
leremy is unmasked as Poopster
Boowangin by a confidante, leading to his shameful life in the
pom biz.

Somewhere in the Middle: A
column with no beginning and
no end. lust a middle.
My Grandmamas I hong: A
follow-up on the beloved bra
story. A heart-wrenching tale of a
Grandmother who bequeaths
her only thong underwear to her
favorite Granddaughter.

Stiff Like Shatner What's
really hidden under that trekkie
uniform.
Besides his big fat gut.

My Grandpapa's Teddy: A follow-up on the beloved bra story,
from the male point of view this
time. A touching story of a man
and his Grandfather. And his
Grandfather's lingerie.

Have You Eaten Down Under
Lately?: A heart-warming tale of
a baby koala bear and his quest to
find Eucalyptus leaves in a deteriorating environment
No, you pre-verts, I know what
you're thinking by the title.

Still the Man: A docudrama on
the secret life of University
President Sidney Ribeau. The real
inspiration for the movie Shaft.
A behind-the-scenes look at
our University's leader and how
he met rapper Busta Rhymes and
got Samuel L Jackson to portray
him in the movie.

Banana Repugnant: The fashion police Gap girls are at it again
with a quirky look at what colors
are new on the Goth scene for fall
Plus a special on finding the perfect pair of fishnets to complement that lovely black lipstick

Sex. Lies, and Hair A look at
the 80s and the lives of the members of "hair" bands like Molly
Hatchet,
Dexy's
Midnight
Runners. Wang Chung and
Twisted Sister.
A "Where Are They Now?"
introspective that really touches
the heart.

Nice Guys Finish Last: An indepth scientific study into why
these so-called "nice guys" seem
to have all of the stamina, but
none of the girls.
Includes graphic tales of woe
from several known "nice guys,"
such as Loki, the rich Danish
monkey.

Snake Dance Massacre: As
the students of BG gaily participate in Homecoming misadventures, a large serpent appears on
the football field devouring football players and cheerleaders
alike. A near tragedy.

Metal in the Microwave, and
Other Useful Insurance Fraud
Tips In this story we went out of
our way to discover tried and true
methods to scam those dirty
insurance company bastards.
We've done it, so can you.

What You Talkin' "bout, Willis:
The heroic story of Diff'rent
Strokes star Gary Coleman and
his fight against bad writing and
the eighties.
Sidebar— "The Women of
Gary Coleman."
Scratch-n-Sniff Page 3: We're
waiting'for this to happen as
much as all of you are.
Special Report: The Capri
Menace A follow-up to the
"Special Report: The Khaki
Menace." More interviews and
the return of the "hippie" from
the first article.
ScoobyDoo,WhereAreYou?:A
story about a dog, missing from
its home. Photographs of said
dog, and the dog's pursuers in a
revamped Volkswagen Van.
This mystery still eludes us.
Worms
Armageddon:
A
Foretelling of the Apocalypse?' Is
this innocent game for the
Playstation really a dangerous
recipe for the destruction of the
world? Answers to be forthcoming in this three-part series.
Part 1: "Damnit Nigel, watch it
with the sheep!"
Part 2: "Eat Me!" The History of
the Super Banana.
Part 3: "What's that noise?" The
Terrifying Concrete Donkey.
All in all, we don't understand
why they won't let us do these
stories. It is a journalist's job to do
the in-depth and difficult stories.
The public has the right to know.
While we have ). Michael
gagged, we may do more interesting things to him, like put a keg
in his living room.
On the other hand we might
just put the keg in a tree. Who
knows? We most certainly don't
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Ooconmue
Danarp
Power seal
Horse color

PROBLEMS?
About to trade in your first-born
for the answer to 11 Down?
Fear not, faithful reader.
We have the answers, and are
quite willing to part with them.
All you need to do is check the
answer key, temporarily located
on this very page.

56 Art holder
57 Bygone
56 Deserve
59CUDK)
60Geeier
64 Elemeni

47 Recompense
49 Create txbbtes

51 NewsservKes

52 Perfumes
54 Rand McNally
book
55 The closer onos

ctassficaiion

OHIO WEATHER

Heather Buchanan
Ralphie Recznik
Lisa "Libertarian" Swinehart

Friday, October 6
AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions, low/high temperatures

PRESS CORPS

Cleveland |S4*M1
Tf

Toledo 54/36

Brian Engelman
Mary Beth Murtha

I Voungetown 158 739

Wendy Suto

57'ttT

.

BROUGHT TO YOU BY:

■
/

Presidential debates, cats,
hot tin roofs, BGSU Rugby,
the X-Men, Garrison Keillor,
the Massachusetts Spy, the
letter U and the number 452.

.[Columbus 158/40 |

Dayton .58739

■

/

«l

Cincinnall ]58 /39

WORD OF THE DAY

^fcj-

Portsmouth 65/42

BUTTRESS

C 2000 AccuWeather. Inc

Pronunciation: b3«tr3s
Function: noun
Etymology: Middle French
bouterez
Date: 14th century
1: a projecting structure of
masonry or wood tor supporting or giving stability to
a wall or building;
2: something that resembles a buttress;
3: something that supports
or strengthens;
4: a female stick of butter.
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THREE-DAY FORECAST

SAY WHAT?
"Thispaperback is
very interesting, but I
find it will never
replace a hardcover
book — it makes a
very poor doorstop."

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

Rain

Snow

Partly
Cloudy

High:45Low: 34"

High: 43'
Low: 32*

High: 45"
Low: 25"
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Is your Crossword empty,
bereft of wordage?
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We understand. We can help you.
You are not alone.

ALFRED HITCHCOCK
FILMMAKER AND
SCARY GUY

Just turn us upside-down and
look this way.
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8:00
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CD

News I

CBS Evening
News Jt:

Wheel ol
c
ortune X

Jeopardy! X

Fugitive "PSol" (Seres
Premiere} (N) (In Stereo) I

CSI: Crime Scene Investigation Nash Bridges Rock and a Hard Newax
"Pilot'(N) I
Pay ■' m f

ABC World
News Tonight

Entertainment
Tonight X

Two Guys and ITrouWe With
aCJrl(N)X
iNormal PJot

Bit*

Hollywood
SquaresX

Norm "Secret
Crush" (N)X

Drew Carey
nKaie'sFarna,

nsjajeti
Stereo) X

Ma|or League Baaaball Playoffs Drvraon Senas Game 3 - Teams lo Be Announced (In stereo
Lr»)X

CB

News X

©

News

©
€0
©
©

GED HaeJng Business Rpt
Style and Tone"

Newshour With Jim Lehrer X

30 Second Candidate (In
Stereo) I

Chertle Rose (In Stereo) X

Editors

McLaughlin
Group (N)

30 Second Candidate (In
Sleieo) I

Charlie Rose (in Stereo) I

Police Vlo^oa^angarous
Crashes and Chases |N) X

Freakyllnka "Prfoi" (Senas
Premiere) (N) (In Slereo) X

Simpsons (In
Slereo) X
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RUSSIA BURIES 124 ABANDONED BODIES

OPINION

NAZRAN. Russia — Russian soldiers and a handful of residents gathered in Chechnya's capital. Grozny, on Thursday to bury 124 bodies that
had been abandoned in rail cars in the city for four years. Human rights
groups had demanded that something be done with the remains, which
had decomposed in unplugged refrigeration cars in a train station in
Grozny.

EDITORIAL

Take some pride in Bowling Green
Afore, this editorial describes
the combined experience of the
editor-in-chief and the assistant
managing editor.
We nadour camera and our
reporter's notebooks. Our mission: aphotograph for a cover
story. Easy enough. Estimated
time to accomplish said task: 15
minutes, plus walking time from
West Hall to downtown and
back.
We set out on a rainy afternoon to accomplish this simple
task and ended up strolling
through downtown Bowling
Green for more than two hours,
asking questions of ourselves

and shop owners, realizing how
much we didn't know about the
town we lived ir..
At the beginning, everything
was on schedule. Battery packs
and cameras around our necks,
we strode with purpose toward
Main Street.
We stopped in at the store we
needed to photograph, but our
subject wasn't scheduled to
show up for another 20 minutes.
We decided to wander around
the town until he did.
Despite the rain, the beauty of
downtown shone through.
Most of the new streeuamps
were up. and the brick inlays in
the sidewalks were nearly com-

Y0U DECIDE
Are you proud to live in
Bowling Green? Let us know
what you think at bgnews@
listproc.bqsuedu

plete.
The building which houses
Huntingdon Bank crept toward
the sky. 40's-style marble front
lending a toucn of big-city class.
The stone inlay at the foot of
the BG Cliristian Pantry and
Thrifty Pets read CHURCH.' We
wondered who would put a
church in a storefront - the inlay

changed hands, yielding new
businesses and stores waiting to
be explored.
Groundfloor businesses and
stores have been redecorated
and revamped, but the buildings
which contain them remain true
to the time that they were built who knew that Howard's Club H
used to be A.J. Ormes Livery?
The Cla-Zel Theatre looked
like an inviting place to escape
the rain, so we stopped in and
discovered the revamping that it
had undergone recently as well.
We were invited to look around,
and started making weekend
plans.

looked to be very old. We realized when we went into Beyond
2000 Ice Cream and saw some
old pictures on the wall that BG
Christian Pantry used to be
Church's Shoe Repair 50 or so
years ago - answering our question and explaining a detail that
we had never noticed before.
Beyond 2000 itself was filled
with laughing high-school students, slurping milkshakes and
sharing inside jokes.
Once outside again, we
strolled across Main Street to
check out Sam's Place. Closer
inspection revealed that several
businesses downtown had

So many places - too many to
mention in a single column invited us in, offered us a look
around, and made us feel welcome. It's part of living in a small
town - and it's this spirit of community that we can all appreciate.
We did end up getting the picture we started out looking for as well as millions of story ideas
and a warm and fuzzy feeling
inside.
Take another look at this
podunk town' so many of us
denigrate.
It's got so much to offer - and
it offers it willingly.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE Don't let sacred
Homecoming
coverage was
sadly lacking
There are many happenings
on campus about which students
expect to receive coverage in the
campus paper. Among them are
opening day events, dance
marathon, little sibs weekend,
and especially, HOMECOMING.
Your article on the
Homecoming nominations for
king and queen was not timely. In
fact, the Homecoming tab dated
October 4th was published on
the LAST day to vote for royalty,
and it was the first time there had
been ANY list of candidates.
Students should have been
told WHO was running, WHAT
qualifications they have, WHEN
the elections would be held,
WHY these positions are considered ambassadors for the
University, and WHERE voting
would be. A photograph of each
candidate would have helped.
UAO advised that pictures were
available, but they weren't used.
Also, you gave extended information about only four of the
twelve candidates —were those
endorsements by your columnists? If not. why weren't ALL the
candidates spotlighted?
The page six headline states

"Final 6 honored by nominations;" however, there are only
five named women nominees.
That paragraph was printed
Kvice. And the monimees (sic| for
king only listed five men.
The lack of attention to detail is
appalling. Where's the pride in a
job well done?
Dam Puhchen
dpulscri@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Army story
didn't consult
men in service
I am writing in response to the
Oct. 4 article about military
recruiting.
Apparently there is such a lack
of military members that the
reporter couldn't find any on
campus to interview. I can
think of several people who
would have been willing to be
interviewed. This lack of information hurt the story.
Just because one is in the
service doesn't mean that they
are stuck in an infantry job.
There are many other jobs
available. The base is like a
self-sufficient town and has
jobs for all skills.
As a person who is dating an
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Army helicopter mechanic, I
have experience with the Army.
He has to attend physical training in the morning; it's like
attending an ealry office meeting. He can live and eat on or off
base.
It's like having a civilian job.
He can't change jobs or quit
whenever he wants to; here are
two years left on his contract
before he has to find a civilian
job.
Few other places to work
where housing is free, training is
hands-on and one can make
friends that last a lifetime.
The Army isn't for everyone,
but one shouldn't knock it until
one has experience with someone who has lived the life.
Oenise Domanski
dd0mans@bgnet.bg5u ecu
SUBMISSION POLICY
The BG News gladly prints Letters
to the Editor and Guest Columns.
Letters should be less than 300
words and Guest Columns can be
500 to 700 words. Name, phone
number and address should be
included for verification. All submissions may be edited for length.
Send submissions to 210 West
Hall or arnettj@bgnet.bgsu.edu
with subject line "letter to the editor" or "guest column."
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ON THE STREET
Are there reasons to
be proud to live in
Bowling Green?
Why or why not?

"WILLIAM TAYLOR
THE PURE"
FRIENDLY'S MANAGER
"Yes. There could be
great relations
between the city and
the University."

LAURA MUSSER
SOPHOMORE
COMMUNICATIONS
"Yes. The weather's
great."
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DANIEL GILL
RESIDENT AND BGSU
GRADUATE
"Yes. It's a cool little
town and has a really
great coffee shop.1"
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Bowling Green State University I
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\J{ JEFF HINDENACH, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

land be mined

AT ISSUE Permission to mine western lands sacred to
the Navajo threatens both culture and autonomy
Take a moment to imagine
something: this will mean the
most to Christians, but bear with
me.
Italy revokes the autonomy of
Vatican City, and decides it has
the rightto sell mineral rights to
the highest bidder. Drilling starts
as soon as the inhabitants have
relocated as best tliey can to a
unused portion of the country.
The Pope refused to leave - it is
his home and is sacred to his
faith
In order to encourage him to
leave, the military decides to conduct periodic fly-overs in helicopters, shutting down supply
lines and generally terrifying the
aged pontiff.
Few Italians express concern,
feeling it is for the good of the
nation
Of course this is only hypothet ical — the outrage would be
beyond imagining.
Catholics from every comer of
the world would be incensed.
Italy would never dare to do this,
not in with world politics shaped
as they are. Plus the Catholic
Church has far too much power
in Italy and the rest of the world
for this type of atrocity.
But this type of atrocity is happening today, not in Italy and not
to the Catholic Church. What is
happening is in the United
States, under our very watch. The
victims are the Native American
people.
In Arizona, the Navajo reservation has been reshaped.
Permission has been granted
forPeabody Coal to stripmine on
Black Mesa, one of the most
sacred locations of Navajo culture. I hope each of you understands what I am saying.
Call me crazy, but strip mining
sacred land strikes me as a bad
choice. A strip mine rips an open
wound into the flesh of the earth.
The coal is then pumped out in a
slurry pipe, where coal is mixed
with predous water so it can be
moved at the lowest possible
cost. In Arizona, ground water is
not exactly in large supply.
For the Navajo this is as painful
as watching the True Cross being
cut down to kindling, or the
Wailing Wall ground for pavement Black Mesa is the place of
all healing to the native people,

DAVID
ST0RIE
Opinion columnist

and it is being sliced open for the
minerals that rest inside.
In Washington state, members
of the Republican party have
started a bill to end tribal selfrule. Their claim is that it is unfair
to natives living on native land
because they have no vote.
This could effectively destroy
the last vestiges of sovereignty
allowed to Native Americans in
the United States.
But back to Arizona, where the
location of an ancient sweat
lodge Is threatened by massive
telescopes to be built by the
Smithsonian Institution, of all
groups. A sweat lodge is used in
purification ceremonies similar
to a sauna.
This summer I went to
Arizona, walked among and
talked to some of the Navajo who
live on the reservation. I met an
old woman who told us how
unmarked helicopters flew over
her house, trying to frighten her
off of Black Mesa. We were told
how sacred the mountain was to
them, and why. Then we were
asked to tell of the things we saw
when we returned East. Now I
am doing some of what I know I
must.
I do not have all the answers as
to how to end these injustices. I
do know that reducing our fuel
consumption and looking for
renewable resources would help
But letting the government know
haw we feel might be a start.
In the first presidential debate
George W. Bush called for more
exploration to find more oil and
coal.
For most of the places he
wants to explore there is a reason
that drilling and mining are not
allowed. The places he named
are natural treasures, and
destroying them is unconscionable.
just remember that this
November.
David Storie can be reached at
child de noir@hotmail.com.
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Smokers' numbers hold steady at 1 in 4
ATLANTA—The number of American adults who
smoke held steady in 1998 at one in four—a rate that
hardly budged during the 1990s despite anti-tobacco
campaigns and new aids like nicotine gum and the
patch. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
reported that 24.1 percent of adults smoked.

NATION

Standardized tests Man convicted of slaying
his 9-year-old daughter
indicated cheating
By John K. Wiley

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

SPOKANE, Wash. — A man
accused of smothering his 9year-old daughter because she
didn't get along with the woman
he loved was convicted of murder Thursday.
William Brad Jackson, 34, faces
20 to 28 years in prison at sentencing. No sentencing date was
set.
Jackson had reported his
daughter, Valiree, missing last
October on the day she died,
touching off a monthlong search
by volunteers and police.
He was arrested after detectives put a Global Positioning
System tracking device on his car

Bylennifer Cowman
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRIIIR

SACRAMENTO, Calif. — Five of
51 public schools under investigation cheated on California's highstakes standardized tests, officials
say.
The questionable tests were
flagged by the test publisher,
Doug Stone, a spokesman for (lie
state Education Department, said
Wednesday.
"By going through the scoring
sheets, they came across some
with an unusually high number of
erasure marks" changing incorrect answers to correct ones, he
said.
The schools now face inquiries
on whether student test scores
were "inappropriately influenced" by teachers or other staff
members, state Superintendent
Delaine Eastin said.
"Out of 6,200 schools, to have
just 50 (investigated) isn't so bad,"
Eastin added. "There was very little cheating. We know that as a
fact."
The five schools are now ineligible for improvement awards from
the state for two years.
However, more than tvo-thirds
improved enough to share in $677
million in rewards. Teachers and
principals whose schools were in
the bottom half of the stale last
year and improved the most this
year will get the biggest individual
bonuses. $5,000 to $25,000 per
person.
The rewards are dependent on
improvement in the state's
Academic Performance Index for

down in the dirt. All he cared
about was getting away with
murder."
Jackson said he did not report
Valiree's death because he feared
he would be blamed. He said he
did not like the way he was scrutinized by law enforcement when
Valiree's
mother,
Roseann
Pleasant, disappeared in 1992.
She has never been found.
Pleasant's relatives said they
believe Jackson also killed
Pleasant.
"We're really happy that justice
has been served," said Katherine
Stone, Valiree's aunt. "We know in
our hearts and our minds that
Valiree is with her mom."

and mapped his routes to two
sites where the girl's remains
were buried.
At his trial, Jackson admitted
he buried Valiree but denied
killing her. He said he panicked
after finding her lifeless body.
The defense said Valiree died of
an overdose of the prescription
anti-depressant Paxll.
But prosecutors alleged
Jackson smothered his daughter
with a pillow because she did not
get along with a woman he wanted to marry.
"How did he treat Valiree in
death?" prosecutor Jack Driscoll
asked in closing arguments
Wednesday. "Did he care about
her? No. She was crammed face-

Columbus Day parade brings clash
By P. Solomon Baiida
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

DENVER — The city's first
Columbus Day parade in nearly a
decade has stirred fears of violence this weekend between
Italian-Americans on one side
and Hispanics and American
Indiana on the other.
The city hasn't held the parade
Associated Press Photo
since 1991 due to concerns that
groups who believe Christopher
CHEATING INVESTIGATION: Ben Ransom, sealed left, a fourth
Columbus was a killer and slave
grader at Bannon Creek Elementary School m Sacramento, Calif.,
trader would clash with marchers.
waits as reporters lean over him to interview state schools chief
This year, under a federally
Delaine Easton, right, Tuesday. Eastin was at the school to announce
mediated pact, Denver's Italian
the 1999-2000 Academic Performance Index growth reports.
community had agreed to call
6,209 schools from 19S9 to this
"There are a lot of conse- Saturday's celebration an Italian
year.
quences for doing well and for not Pride parade and make no menThe index, released Wednesday, doing well," said Ken Epstein, tion of Columbus. But that pact
is based on the statewide achieve- spokesman for the Oakland collapsed.
Parade organizers and memment test. Rankings were not Unified School District, where
bers of the American Indian
released for schools where cheat- three schools are under investiga- Movement have pledged to be
ing was suspected or confirmed.
tion.
peaceful, and both sides met with
Denver ministers Thursday. They
agreed not to discuss what was
communication, it's our goal.
said; another meeting was
help us achieve it by letting us know what
planned Friday.

vraramratgitKiigi

you think.
wviwJiirnews.com

state help to maintain the peace.
"I understand protest and
issues of social justice," Webb
said. "1 also understand that these
are highly emotional issues for
both sides. But we need to seek
some common ground."
Denver's Columbus
Day
parades have been tumultuous.
In 1989, AIM's Russell Means and
three others were arrested after
they threw fake blood on a
Columbus statue. The next year,
protesters
shouted
antiColumbus slogans as the parade
went through downtown.
In 1992, fears of violent protests
by AIM members prompted organizers to cancel the event minutes
before it was to start.
George Vendegnia, founder of
the Sons of Italy/New Generation,
said city officials discouraged his
group from seeking parade permits in the ensuing years, but the
organization decided to apply thjs
year after new people were put in
top city jobs.

Parade
organizer
CM.
Mangiaracina said the parade will
go forward and the protesters
"can choke on it."
"My boys of Italian descent are
going to be heard in this city," he
said Thursday. "They are not
going to do this to us anymore."
AIM
spokesman Vernon
Bellecourt, who is based in
Minneapolis, said the organization has called for civil disobedience against groups and govern ■
ments that celebrate Columbus.
"If the German-Americans
were to honor Adolf Hider with
festivities and parades and march
through Jewish communities,
nobody would tolerate that," he
said. "We, as Indian communities,
are supposed to put up with honoring Columbus?"
Some communities have
dropped plans to put their fire
trucks in the parade for fear the
vehicles might get damaged and
firefighters might get hurt. Mayor
Wellington Webb has pleaded for
calm, and the governor pledged
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with 1 topping
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Carry Out Only
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Order 2&we will deliver Mon-Thur
Order 4 & we will deliver Mon-Sun
Deep Dish $1.00 Extra
Additional Toppings $1.25 each

October 15, 8pm
Tickets - $10 with BGSU ID
Stranahan Theatre
BGSU students call 381-8851
4645 Heatherdowns
for this special offer!
Toledo • for directions &
_ ..... -n
,
student tickets call 381 -8851
4M+eq <0 0+
General Public tickets available for $20. Available at Tickctmastcr Outlets or Charge by
Phone at 419-474-1333 or online at ticketmaster.com
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Ford has dropped Firestone as tire supplier
CARACAS, Venezuela (AP) — Ford Motor Co. has

WORLD

dropped Bridgestone/Firestone Inc. as the tire supplier
for two vehicle models manufactured in its Venezuelan
plant, a decision that breaks all ties between the two
companies here, a spokesman for the automaker said
Thursday.

American Jews attacked with stones
By Tanalee Smith
• SSOCIME0 PRESS WBUIS

JERUSALEM — Todd Pollock
and Andrew Feibusch haven't
washed the clothes they were
wearing a week ago.
The two young Americans, students at a lewish seminary in
Jerusalem, have held on to their
bloodstained shirts, pants and
fringed religious garments as a
reminder of the day they were
beaten by rioters in an Arab
neighborhood of the city.
That Friday began as a normal
day for them and Tuvia
Grossman, three among hundreds of young American Jews
who come lo Jerusalem to study
their religion and history in
yeshivot, or seminaries. At about 2
p.m. they set out from their school
to pray at the Western Wall, a remnant of the Jewish temple.
Neither they nor their taxi driver knew that Palestinian rockthrowing riots had erupted after
Muslim noon prayers near the
Wall, inside the compound
known to Jews as the Temple
Mount and to Muslims as Haram
as-Sharif, or Noble Sanctuary
With the casualty toll mounting
• — six Palestinians killed by Israeli
police fire and scores injured —
the riots spread to adjacent Arab
neighborhoods.
The driver decided to take a
shortcut through Wadi Joz, an
Arab neighborhood.
Pollock. 20, from Norfolk. Va.,
was on the phone with his parents
when rocks began to bounce off
the car. looking out, the three

Americans saw several dozen
Palestinians blocking the road.
Stones flew through the back
window. Pollock was gashed in
the back of the head and blood
spurted out.
Within minutes, all the taxi's
windows were broken and the
three passengers were huddled
down in their seats, covering their
faces and heads as a volley of
stones fell on them. "I was shouting at them to stop, asking them,
pleading with them," said
Feibusch, 18, from Lawrence, N.Y.
Pollock hung up on his parents.
"1 was too scared to say anything.
I wasn't sure what I wanted my
last words to be."
The clamoring crowd dragged
the three Americans from the car,
T^im %hSk^^BS
beating them with fists, feet and
stones.
"I remember two strong hands
holding my head and a rock comJ
ing down again and again and
again on my head," said
Grossman, 20, from Chicago. "I
thought I was going to die."
But then Grossman remembered a story from Jewish history,
about Jews blowing loud horns to
scare away an attacking army. "1
decided maybe if I yelled really
loud maybe it would scare them,
so I let out a really loud yell. And
.-""
for an instant they let go of me. I
*
took advantage of that and just
ran," he said.
;,
Associated Press Photo
His contact lenses lost, blood
funeral
of the
ISRAEL
Israeli
Prime
Minister
Ehud
Barak
grimaces
during
a
visit
to
the
northern
Arab
Israeli
city
of
Nazareth
following
a
streaming down his face and In
pain from a stab wound in his city's resident killed during clashes in the city. Barak was trying to appease Arab legislators who are threatening to topple his government
right thigh, Grossman ran.
over the harsh crackdown of rioters in Israel's Arab towns.
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Democracy takes over Serbia
By Dusan Stojanovic
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRIICR

Associated Press Photo

ELECTIONS: Democratic Opposition of Serbia presidential candidate
gestures.

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia —
Mobs seeking to topple Slobodan
Milosevic turned their fury on his
centers of power Thursday, leaving parliament and other key
Belgrade sites in shambles and
flames. The 13-year rule of the
Yugoslav president appeared to
have collapsed.
"As of today, Serbia is again a
democratic nation," declared an
opposition leader, Ncbojsa Covic,
referring to Yugoslavia's main
republic. "It belongs to all of us, to
Europe and to the world."
Earlier in the day, hundreds of
thousands of people swarmed

through the capital to demand
that Milosevic accept his apparent electoral defeat by Vojislav
Kostunica in the Sept. 24 election.
The uprising developed with
stunning speed, swelling as security forces showed little willingness to battle the largest antiMilosevic protest ever.
Some police who did fire on
demonstrators were beaten. The
government's Tanjug news
agency, which defected to the
opposition, said two people were
killed and 65 injured in the rioting.
All but 12 of the injured were
treated and released from hospitals, Tanjug said.
Many police put down their

clubs and joined flag-waving
crowds as they surged across central Belgrade through clouds of
tear gas. As demonstrators
charged and riot police cowered
behind helmets and shields, the
federal parliament building, the
state broadcasting center and
police stations fell in quick succession.
Protesters tossed documents
and portraits of Milosevic through
the broken windows of the parliament complex. Smoke billowed
from die building and from the
state television headquarters
nearby.
Elsewhere in the country, thousands more people joined smaller

rallies in a number of towns.
"What we are doing today is
making history," Kostunica proclaimed during an evening
speech in front of Belgrade city
hall, across from parliament.
There was no immediate reaction from Milosevic, and his
whereabouts were not clear.
The domino-like successes of
the opposition did not fully erase
fears that Milosevic could still
strike back. Kostunica asked supporters to remain on the streets
until dawn to try to block any possible <iiiiiitiM.iti.uk by the military. He also appealed to people
from the countryside to stream
into Belgrade for rallies Friday.
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Homecoming Celebration!
Come join McDonald's Towers Restaurant
for our annual Homecoming Celebration!
From October 3-6, enjoy the following
for either lunch or dinner at a special
price:'
•samplers, sodas, sundaes*
With every
entree
purchased,
you can earn
a raffle
ticket for a
chance to win
FREE BSSU
apparel!
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Its no
mystery,
lam
Shaggy
KEVIN
AEH
NOW Writer
It happened about a month
ago. I was shopping at Urban
Outfitters, where I found a green
T-shirt and a brown pair of pants.
It was a combination of colors
you don't see every day, but I
thought it looked good.
I was so excited about my new
outfit that I wore it that Saturday
night
I was walking around town
with some friends, going from
one bar to the next, when a total
stranger stops me on the sidewalk.
"Hey! You're ShaggyT'he said.
For a moment 1 didn't know
what he was talking about Then
my friends started laughing and 1
looked at my outfit and then I
realized I was dressed exactly like
Shaggy from "Scooby Doo." All
that was missing was a sidekick
dog and a box of Scooby Snacks.
I was completely embarrassed.
Who unintentionally dresses Uke
a cartoon character? And I began
to wonder how I let this happen.
"Scooby Doo" is my all-time
favorite cartoon. 1 even have a
"Scooby Doo" watch. I let the cartoon get into my subconscious,
and I began to wonder how
much have I let the show influence my other decisions in life.
After all, 1 was already letting
Scooby and the gang influence
my fashion sense.
the more 1 thought about it,
the more 1 realized "Scooby Doo"
is the reason behind most of the
things I do in my life.
In high school, for instance, I
had a friend who looked exactly
like Velma. She didn't always
wear an orange turtleneck
sweater and skirt but she did
have Velma hair and the glasses
to match. She was smart and was
always figuring things out, just
like Velma does. I never really
knew why I was friends with her.
Now it dawns on me that it was
probably because she looked like
Velma. It must've made me feel
closer to the show. If only I could
have found people in my high
school that looked like Fred and
Daphne.
. Sadly, though, no one in my
school wore scarves.
Another thing I have taken
from "Scooby Doo" is the tradition of naming my cars. I know
this isn't an exclusive "Scooby
Doo" thing, but it was the first
rime I ever saw anyone on TV
name their car. You have to admit
it There has never been a cooler
cartoon van than the "Mystery
Machine."
When 1 drove an '87 Celebrity a
couple of years ago, I named it
Frank Sinatra. I figured my car is
a celebrity and he's a pretty big
one, too. I have an interesting little side note, too. On the day
Frank Sinatra (the singer) died,
my car stalled. I now drive a
I limina, which I have named
"Lumina Diamond Phillips." I
admit, the names aren't as cool
as the "Mystery Machine," but
then again I don't drive a van.
Thanks to "Scooby Doo," I
have a special place in my heart
for B stars from the 70s. Only on
"Scooby Doo," could you see animated versions of Mamma Cass,
Don Knotts and Dick Van Dyke
help solve the mysteries that the
villains would have gotten away
with if it wasn't for those "pesky
kids."
These stars made guest
appearances on the cartoon
probably because no one else
would hire them. Their careers
were pretty much at a standstill
SHAGGY, PAGE 8

WHERE ELM MEETS FOURTH STREET: University junior Brian Turtle is raising money for his movie 'Vmerr Forever and Fourth Street Meet."

Student "chases his dreams'
"Did you ever want to make a movie about your life
story? Yeah, me too."
There was a smile on the face and a glint
in the eye of Brian Tuttle as he said these
words. He was not, in fact directly speaking his own thoughts - he was quoting the
opening line of the script he wrote for a
fiim titled "Where Forever and Fourth
Street Meet." But given his ongoing effort
to get the film made, the words may have
a more personal meaning.
Turtle, a third year student, has made
himself known throughout the University
for his creative efforts in recent years,
mainly related to the stage. But now Tuttle
has a new project, and a new goaL To
make a movie. And he's going to great
lengths to make this dream a reality.
"(I'm trying to raise money) in any way
possible," Tuttle said. "I want as many
people as possible tc be involved in the
movie. I want everyone I've known in high
school and college involved, to prove that
this could happen."
His fundraising efforts have been widely varied. Turtle has approached both on-

campus organizations and local businesses to ask for suppoit and money. He's taking private contributions. Recently, he
even set up a table on campus and offered
students a chance to get their name in the
film's credits. All they had to donate was a
dollar.
"Wouldn't it be great if I could get one
dollar from every student here?There'd be
17,000 names in the credits," he said.
Turtle's efforts so far have earned him
several hundred dollars. His goal is to raise
at least $5,000 before he starts filming.
"I think this is pretty unprecedented, as
far as a student raising money for filming
himself," TUttle said.
TUttle's enthusiasm for fundraising is
surpassed by his enthusiasm for the
script. "Where Forever and Fourth Street
Meet" is about a college student named
Robinson who is trying to come to grips
with the changes between the dreams he
had in high school and the reality he is facing now.

"People have hopes and dreams, but
once they get into college, they settle into
a life plan. They basically conceal all their
dreams," TUttle said. "That's what the title
means - it's about where the forever' of
your dreams settles into a 'Fourth Street'
reality."
TUttle, however, is still trying to make
his dreams reality - and not just on screen.
In addition to his efforts toward "Where
Forever," he also has a new play opening
named "Chasing Butterflies," a comedy
about growing up in the 90's, which will be
playing in the McFall Center during the
last weekend of October. .
The characters in -this script have
proven to be highly identifiable for the
college students he's shown it to, Tuttle
said. "Everyone I've talked to says, 'Oh my
God. 1 have that grandma,' and so forth."
In addition, over the summer, he and a
group of university students started '11U1
Productions," a "family-type theatre
troupe" which did a show every other
weekend all season.
"The goal (of 11:11) is to get 11 people

"People have
hopes and
dreams, but once
they get into college, they settle
into a life plan.
They basically
conceal all their
dreams. That's
what the title
means - it's
about where the
'forever' of your
dreams settles
into a fourth
street' reality."
BRIAN TUTTLE. JUNIOR

TUTTLE, PAGE 8

STORY BY JEFF McGINNIS 1 P_H OTO JB Y M I_C HAEL LEHM KUHLE
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'Cat on a Hot Tin RooP superb BG theater
by lefl McGinms

BGSU's Theatre Department
has a large number of extremely
talented actors among its ranks.
This is not exactly a hidden
fact, but every so often, the
department seems to put on a
show specifically to remind us all
of this. The production of "Cat
on a Hot Tin Roof," concluding
its run this weekend, is such a
show. The play, we all know. But
the performers make it memorable.
"Cat" is one of Tennessee
Williams' best-known and mostoften produced plays, a story of
the secrets and anger boiling
beneath the surface of an
already strained family on a day

when it's ready to burst. Most of
the audience will be familiar
with the tale and its characters.
But this production's main asset
is not in its script, but In its talent as every role in the cast is
held by a compelling performer.
Brick and Margaret, the young
married couple whose conversation comprises most of the
first act, are played by Matt
Delano and Melissa Snyder.
Delano, given the difficult role
of Brick, who is constantly drinking (almost to the point of distraction) and has an injured
ankle, delivers a performance
with good energy and timing.
Snyder, as Margaret, captures
the feel of a sleek Southern belle
very well, and the interplay
between the two is the highlight

of the first act

The play really kicks into high
gear in Act Two, however, with
the arrival of Big Daddy, played
by Matt Gretzinger, in one of the
most impressive performances
in recent memory. If Delano's
challenge playing Brick is difficult, Gretzinger's seems next to
impossible - to play a loudmouthed old patriarch who may
be dying of cancer. The role
demands a certain presence and
poise - Big Daddy must feel
almost like a force of nature to
the audience, a character whose
every line must pack power and
importance.
Gretzinger captures that
power, rising to the challenge
and making the role his own. His
lengthy scene with Brick in Act

Two is, by itself, worth the cost of
admission.
The rest of the cast capture the
feel and flow of Williams' material as well, particularly Nancy
Kennedy, very entertaining as
Big Mama, and Carrie Ponder,
playing well the somewhat conniving Mae The show's overall
production is done well, too the understated set adds to the
material rather than detracting
from it and its technical crew
has done a very professional job
in its construction.
Any difficulties involved in
engaging the material arise not
from its cast or crew, but from
the script itself. Williams' writing
contains a great deal of colorful
dialogue and well-crafted char-

acters. But with "Cat" in particular, the script tends to meander a
bit, taking quite a while to arrive
at even the most basic plot point
Even though the University's
production feels tightly-constructed and well-paced, theatergoers will want to prepare for
a long night - the play clocks in
at about 3 hours, counting intermissions.
Still, on a performance and
production level, the show
shines. Director Jon Michael
Murphy has put together a solid
and engaging production of this
often-used material, and the
efforts of his cast and crew make
the overall experience memorable.

NOW MOVIES
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Chasing dreams
- on a budget
TUTTUFR0MPAGE7

who are gonna work their
butts off until they reach their
dreams," TUrtle said.
Putting that kind of effort
toward reaching dreams is an
important trait to Turtle, who
said that his ultimate goal is (o
reach a new and atypical audience
"The main problem with
theater in general is that it
appeals to stuffy theater people
as its main audience. The
whole point (of my work) is to
connect with more people,"
he said.

Turtle said hopes that people
who see his film will find that
same sort of connection with it
The fundraising efforts are
ongoing, and he said that filming will begin as soon as the
necessary money is raised hopefully by mid-October.
And where he'll go from there
- not even he knows. "My main
goal is always the furthest
dream possible," he said.
"That's how I usually get people
to get involved - because they
share my vision."
The smile comes to Tuttle's
face again. "I'd love to show this
film to everyone in the world." _

I'm no Pussycat,
I'm Shaggy
SHAGGY, FROM PAGE 7
in the 70s- Going on "Scooby
Doo" introduced them to a
whole new audience. I would
like to think that it's because of
his guest shot on "Scooby
Doo" that Don Knotts went on
to reclaim worldwide fame on
"Three's Company."
Although I don't have time
to watch "Scooby Doo" every-

day, I now embrace the fact
that it influences me on a daily
basis. I'm not ashamed that I
sometimes dress like Shaggy.
I'm just thankful that 1 didn't
grow up loving "losie and the
Pussycats" a little too much. I
don't think I'd look too good in
a skintight pants suit

BG NEWS

'Titans' worth remembering
Jeff McGinnis says
that thanks to a
strong Denzel
Washington performance, "Remember
the Titans" is an
entertaining, wellmade drama.
by kfl McGinnis
HOW WHITES

As a film, "Remember the
Titans" is both impressive and a
disappointment.
Impressive, because even
though it is mainly a family film
aimed at a large mainstream
audience, it attempts to deal with
the very real issues of racial separation and integration.
A disappointment, because
even with those issues, the film is,
at its core, still just a football
movie.
Don't get me wrong I love
sports movies, and this film is a
quality, well-made production. It
just seems like some things are
The film has one of the greatest
actors of our generation, Denzel
Washington, in its cast, and it tells
the story of a segregated Virginia
community that slowly finds its
way toward acceptance through
respect. This sounds like it could
be a great film - but it doesn't
quite get there. The conventions
of the sports genre keep it from
realizing its true potential.
The film, based on a true story,
takes place in 1971 in Virginia at
T.C Williams High School, which
has just begun a policy of integra-

tion, bringing the previously segregated races together. This move
finds little support in the community, particularly after the
school's celebrated football
coach. Bill Yoast (played by Will
Patton) is removed from his job in
favor of an African American
coach named Herman Boone
(Washington). Boone, who is
more than a little reluctant with
this arrangement, convinces the
old coach to stay on in an effort to
make the transition a little easier.
The members of the football
team are not at all comfortable
with the idea of racial mixing. The
players mostly hang out within
their own races and tell any who
try to cross the line to go back
with "your people." Boone, however, does not tolerate this attitude, forcing his team to integrate
with one another. When the players on his team get on the bus for
camp and separate themselves
racially as they do so, Boone
forces the two sides to divide into
the only two groups his team will
have: Offense and defense.
He also insists that each member of his team spend time each
day with a teammate of a different race, and learn about them as
human beings.
The players on the squad largely fall into the typical stereotypes
of "football movie characters" the leader, the odd guy, the fat
guy, etc.
But where the team's members
may lack originality, the story
succeeds by crafting a few of
these stereotypes into wellrounded characters, making the
story's human drama more compelling. Two players in particular,
a white All-American named
Gerry and a hot-blooded black
player named lulius, become

rUkfMM
MORE THAN A FOOTBALL MOVIE: Denzel Washington is Coach
Herman Boone in the uplifting true story "Remember the Titans,"
from director Boaz Yakin and co-starring Will Patton and Donald
Faison. "Remember the Titans" is currently showing at the
Woodland Mall and Maumee Showcase Cinemas.
Titans" is a good and occasionally powerful movie, with strong
performances from its cast, especially the always-terrific Washington. What the movie does, it does
well.
But as I watched, and the film
took me for another trip on the
Sports Movie Express, I couldn't
help but think there were a few
missed opportunities here. The
issue of racial tolerance is a very
serious one, and this film's story
had a chance to say some even
more powerful things about it.
But, perhaps in hopes of appealing to wider audience, itdidn'tdo
them.
It's still a good film, but there's
a whole level to this story - one
that could have made this movie
great - which goes untouched.

very well-defined as individual
personalities, making the friendship that they ultimately develop
quite touching.
The football season in this
story is a necessary undercurrent,
I guess, but since the real struggle
is not on the field but among the
players, it all feels a little underwhelming.
Boone is told early on that if he
loses even one game as coach, he
will most likely be fired This provides a bit of suspense toward the
outcome of the games, but ultimately it's unnecessary.
1 was a little upset to see the
story move right along every
sport cliche, all headed toward
the traditional Big Game climax
There was just so much more that
could have been done with this
material.
As it is, though, "Remember the

'Woman' conies out on top
Shawn Patrick Tubb
says Penelope Cruz
is wonderful in
"Woman on Top," a
charming romantic
comedy that
breathes new life
into American
cinema
by Sham Patrick Tubb
STAFF WRITER

Which one would you chooser
The elephants? The whales? The clejn air we brealhc?
Maybe ihe choice isn't so clear. Maybe you'd like a way lo keep them all.
Now the world's leading environmental groups arc working together.
To find out how you can help, look tor us at www.carthshare.org.

One environment. One simple way to care for it.

»
Earth Share

communication, it sour goal.
help us achieve it by letting us know what
you think.
www.hgnews.com

This charming comic romance
blends an age-old love story,
spicy food, a beautiful soundtrack of traditional Brazilian
music and just enough magic to
make this modem fairy-tale a
successful recipe, regardless of its
flaws.
"Woman on Top" tells the story
of Isabella Oliveira (Penelope
Cruz, "All About My Mother"), a
beautiful Brazilian chef who suffers from severe motion sickness.
Her possessive but loving husband Toninho (Murilo Ben'cio)
finds her need to control all her
movements, including in the
bedroom, to be too much for a
macho man, so he sleeps with the

u

neighbor. Isabella finds them
together and promptly leaves
Brazil for San Francisco to stay
with her best friend Monica
(Harold Perrineau Jr. who also
cross-dressed as Mercutio in
"Romeo + Juliet").
Once in the U.S., Isabella tries
to break away from the memory
of her husband and find what it's
like to be free. After encountering
racism and sexism within the
restaurant industry, she eventually gets a job teaching Brazilian
cooking classes and meets a
lovestruck television producer
named Cliff (Mark Feuerstein),
which leads to sudden fame
when she is given her own television cooking show," Passion Food
Live." Her stunning beauty and
skill in cooking spicy and sensual
dishes make her an instant
celebrity.
Everything seems to be going
well until her husband arrives
from Brazil to retrieve her.
Eventually, Isabella must
decide what makes her happy
and whether she can compromise being in control all the time
or let others decide for her.
"Woman on Top" is a love story
which appeals to viewers with
music, love, food and comedy.

There is no spoon
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something less ethnic they tell
her to "lose the freak" (in reference to Monica); and try to portray Isabella as a sex symbol
instead of a chef.
In addition to the samba and
bossa nova soundtrack infusing
the entire film and the use of traditional Brazilian religion and
Latino actors, the director
employs the very Latin realismo
magjeo (magical realism), made
famous by authors like Gabriel
Garcia Marquez and in other
films such as "Like Water for
Chocolate."
These moments of enchantment make "Woman on Top" a
refreshing break from the
Hollywood formula romances.
We can look forward to more performances by the charismatic
Cruz and more films by Fina
Torres, a Latina filmmaker in an
industry still dominated by white
males. "Woman on Top" breathes
life into American cinema by
proving that women and Latinos
have vital voices which need to be
heard and that women can
indeed be on top.

These factors help us overlook
the low points in the film.
Some of the acting by supporting characters was not as strong
as the superb jobs done by Cruz
and Perrineau. The relationship
between Isabella and Toninho
was not developed as perhaps it
should have been to justify the
premise of the movie.
Also, at times the story seemed
to flounder and needed more of
the excitement and magical elements found earlier in the film.
Overall, however, "Woman on
Top" gives the audience what it
wants to see - an entertaining
romance with a surprisingly
unrealistic ending
The English-language debuts
of both Venezuelan director Fina
Torres and Spanish actress Cruz,
"Woman on Top" is another sign
that the Latin explosion in
American popular culture in not
over. Torres and writer Vera Blasi
did not attempt to dilute the
Latino influence in their film, like
other current Latino artists, nor
like the TV executives in this story.
One of the most memorable
moments in the film is when the
network executives arrive to tape
a pilot of "Passion Food" and
want to see Isabella dressed in

'
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| j Radiohead challenges with 'Kid A,' David Bowie
live at BBC, Green Day returns with 'Warning'

Radiohead
JOdi4(2000)

Capitol Records
GRADE: B To say that Kid A is like every
Radiohead album would be
appropriate in that it continues
with their experimental music
ventures, however that doesn't
mean it sounds the same.
The album is an artistic piece,
which means that it's not likely to
be commercially successful.
According to guitarist Ed O'Brien's
online diary, www.radiohead.com,
the band was trying to get away
from the common, "done to
death," guitar band sound and
move on to something new.
And that is exactiy what they
have done, but to say that it is cutting edge in modem music would
be a great misconception. The
overall sound could be described
as a cross between 1997s OK
Computer, Aphex Twin and the
recent Primal Scream release.
About the only solid carry over
from the bands previous albums
would be Thorn Yorke's pensive
voice and anemic lyrics. Mesh
them with lead guitarist lonny
Greenwood's musical engineering
and you have the exceptionally
celebrated sound that has been
the band's trump card in the
excessively homely modem rock
medium.
Greenwood has definitely set a
new tone for the band with this
album. With heavy sampling,
symphonic backgrounds and
electronic beats, Kid A is an
uneasy but still solid step for the
band.
There are great tracks and not so
great tracks thai need a few listens
to ease into.
The first track. "Everything in its
right place," sounds like Yorke's
voice sampled over an old NES
game. I don't think anyone could
necessarily take on Mike Tyson's
Punch-Out listening to the song,
but it is an aesthetically entertaining. Part of it sounds like the second level of Konami's Contra.
The song "National Anthem" is
an interesting journey with hom
samples and synthesized fuzz. "
"Idioteque" A haunting song with
a slight dance beat, is one of the
more commercial sounding songs
on the disc
According to O'Brien's online
diary 'In Limbo', Yorke was particularly fond of because the lyrics
were recorded with a cassette
player while driving around Paris
in his car.
There should be more from the
band this spring with the release of
a B-side EP of cuts from the
album. They are also tentatively
planning to release a fifth album in
September of 2001.
- TonyRecznik

David Bowie
Bowie at the Beeb
(2000)
Virgin Records
GRADE: B+
David Bowie's first album came
out over 30 years ago, and since
then he's released over a dozen
more, recorded two soundtracks,
and underwent several druginfluenced persona changes, but
never released a live album, until
now, and with it he really makes
up for lost time. Bowie at tlie Beeb
collects 27 of the best tracks Bowie
put down for BBC radio through
1968-72, as well as a bonus disc
from a concert earlier this year.
The first disc includes six different performances for BBC radio,
mainly from the late 60s. Most of
this is pie-Space Oddity, and is
very eclectic, to say the least. The
first two performances consist of
six songs that sound like something taken from an early Pink
Floyd record. Blazing organ solos,
bizarre references to butterflies
and allusions to sex fill "In The
Heat of The Morning" and "Let Me
Sleep Beside you." Right beside
these psychedelic trips are the
boring pop songs "London Bye Ta
Ta" and "Silly Boy Blue."
The second half of the first CD is
when the collection begins to pick
up. Recorded during the height of
Space Oddity, almost half of
Bowie's self-titled debut album is
present here. It's here when
Bowie's trademark brilliant weirdness begins to show its head in the
form of songs like "Sygnet
Committee" with its musical simplicity lying beside incredibly
bizarre lyrics about a secret group
taking over the world. Equally odd
is an unfinished version of "The
Width of Circle" which appeared
in full on The Man Who Sold The
World.
While ail these songs may be
interesting to die-hard fans, most
people will skip to the second disc
in the set, and rightfully so Taken
from recordings 71 and 72, it
encompasses songs from Hunky
Dory, The Man Who Sold The
World, The Rise and Fall ofZiggy
Stardust and a few never before
released runes. The stripped down
versions of "Suffragette City" and
"Space Oddity" are great, as are
almost all of the songs on the disc.
For an artist that relies on electronic effects so much, it's great to
hear that his songs still sound
great "unplugged."
Less can be said for the final disc
of the set, taken from a BBC concert taped earlier this year. It's
being labeled as a bonus disc, and
it doesn't really effect the price of
the set, which is good, because it's
really a let down. First of all, it's
not the entire concert, with cuts
taking place between almost ill of
the songs. With that, the songs that

remain make up a very odd
plavlist, probably only suitable for
the most die-hard Bowie fans.
For example, while he chose the
amazing "Stay" off of 1976's
Station to Station, he decided not
to play the great title track, or the
hits "Golden Years" and "TVC15."
Instead he opens the concert with
the very weak last track of the
album "Wild Is The Wind." Also
included are the mediocre obscurities "Absolute Beginners" and
"Cracked Actor."
Despite this lackluster third disc
and a first disc full of obscurities, 1
still strongly recommend this set.
The first disc, while not necessarily full of big hits, probably has
some of the best songs on the
album, while the second disc
doesn't have one bad track. This is
a must buy for all Bowie-fans and
worth checking out for everyone
else. Also, as a three-disc set priced
as a double-CD, it's definitely a
winning deal.
- James Eldred
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Trans Am
Red Line (2000)
Thrill Jockey
Records
GRADE: A
TransAm is one of today's most
prolific rock bands, constantly
touring and putting out new
albums. In the last five years,
they've released five full length
albums. Red Line, the" newest
release is the next evolution in
their sound.
TransAm can't be classified,
their sound is always changing.
The lineup has been constant,
with a live drummer and two guys
that play guitars and any cool
sounding instruments they find.
Red Line is more progressive than
their previous albums.
They
locked themselves in a studio for
weeks and came out with 70 minutes of jams. There are great drum
iMM >s and compositions from one
of the fiercest drummers alive, and
more vocals than their other
albums. Some people may be
turned off by the computer
sounding vocals, but I think they
add to TransAm's aural explorations.
Taken as a whole, the album
rocks hard, with breaks of trancy
music and drumming in-between
the rock. The best song on this
record, "The Dark Gift," is an epic
rock tune that starts with acoustic
guitar and builds momentum to a
cacophonous jam. While not
every song rules, the majority
make me bang my head.
Red Line is another great record,
and a testament to their importance in today's independent
music
-BenScharf
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Domestic Problems,
Alligators to rock
Howard's Club H
by Lisa Bettinctr
MOD WRITER

Green Day
Warning (2000)
Warner Bros.
Records
GRADE: B
Warning This isnt your father's
Green Day. This isn't the Green day
you knew and loved in high
school. This isn't the Green Day
you knew from 1997's Nimrod.
No, their new album, Warning,
isn't the same Green Day you
know at all, but the band that put
punk back on the map without
actually being a full-on punk band
has decided to move away from
the three chord screw-the-world
genre into a melodic, laid back
tone that seems more musically
driven.
Not that they've joined the
ranks of the Goo Goo Dolls or
Matchbox 20.
Even with the larger doses of
pop energy, Warning still has
some of the features that made
Green Day the toast of the music
world in the mid '90s.
Tre Cool's drums are as strong as
ever and leads the trio on this 12track journey. Billie loe's vocals still
pierce the ear with that quirky
whining that somehow exudes
confidence.
And a few of the songs are raw
enough to sound like the band of
yore. "Church on Sunday" perfectly combines punk and pop
and brings back the sounds of
".Basket Case" and "She."
"Deadbeat Huliday", with its
catchy verse and sing-along hook,
is about as infectious as Green
Day can get.
But this journey gets interesting
right from the start. The title track,
leading off the album, sounds a bit
too much like a soft drink ad, but
still maintains credibility with its
creative lyrics and slower tempo.
"Misery" attempts a follow-thelx uiiicing lull sound but ends up
falling flat
And the fight song inspired,
change-the-world toned first single "Minority" proves that Green
Day is ready to make the jump
from punk junkies to legitimate
rock band.
The knock? Warning may be a
little too scattered to convert nonGreen Day fans and be held as a
classic album by the band's faithfuL
Dookie it's not, but that's pretty
much the point of this album.
Warning gives Green Day a
chance to spread their musical
wings and break away from the
lowest-common-denominator
punk stereotype.
How high the band can fly is
another story, but if Warning is any
indication, it might be further
than anybody thought.
-DanNied

The
Midwest,
especially
Michigan, has been producing
some major musical talent in the
past few years. This weekend
Howard's Club H will be hosting
two popular Michigan bands. The
Alligators will be taking the stage
tonight while Domestic Problems
will perform on Saturday. Both
shows begin at 10 JO.
The Alligators are a Detroit
based blues band, and they have
won rave reviews for both their
live shows and for their new
release, Take the Bait. The band
has been a part of the regional
scene for over 15 years. Along with
Take the Bait, the band has previously released Gimme Some Skin.
Another change in the band is the
move from Blues Factory Records
to Venture Records.
According to the Grand Rapids
Press The Alligators are, "a dirty
slick blues band that loves its
extended family and is able to
pump out the jams." In 1996, The
Blues Review said, "The Alligators
share and clearly they share a love
for what they they're doing To a
man these are extraordinary players."
Domestic Problems may sound
like a disturbing band, but they
are far from that The band has

earned comparisons to bands like
Blues Traveler and Dave
Matthews Band. The Grand
Rapids based six piece has also
played with the likes of Neil
Young,
Barenaked
Ladies,
Morphine and Toad the Wet
Sprocket, just to name a few. The
band's first big break came when
they opened for The Verve Pipe.
Not only has the band been
able to play with big name artists,
but they have been able to gather
a few accolades of their own. In
1997 Domestic Problems were
one of 10 unsigned bands chosen
to play on the H.O.R.D.E. tour as
part of Konl Cigarettes "Band to
Band Combat" contest. Since
1996 they have sold over 12|000
copies of their independent
debut, Scattered Pieces. They were
named on of top five unsigned
bands in Michigan by The Grand
Rapids Press, and the band won
radio station WKLO's "Hometown
Rock Search."
Domestic Problems is now
gearing up for the release of their
second CD, Play. The CD includes
the song "Summer in the
Sandbox", a song about a kindergarten romance gone wrong.
Another whimsical song on the
CD is the "Sesame Street" themed
"Ernie's Tragic Love Triangle." The
CD is slated for release on Oct 17.

The BG News is
hiring
Copy Editors
Reporters
Photographers

On a Canadian two dollar
bill, the flag flying over
the Parliament Building is
an American Flag.

all
register to vote.
2000 elections are coming soon,

Special Display Personals

Show your friends, roommates & classmates how special they are.
[Wish them Good Luck, Congratulations or surprise someone on their Birthday!
Great job in St. Louis!
Congratulations

rrp

leaders-you
make the local
chapter proud!

2x2 = $20.00

with picture
provided by you!
(Actual Size)

E
Come to 204 West Hall to place your ad! ~ H
Or call 372-6977 for more information. TT>/^
IT'S BURSARABLE!

Deadline 2 days prior to publication by 4:00

1x3 = $15.00
(Actual Size)
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Great job at
Dance Marathon! i
Now you can rest! t
Love,
the Gang at Apt 26 i

Happy 20th BDay

ROB!
loue,
Elizabeth
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HOCKEY: BG ICERS OPEN SEASON WITH EXHIBITION GAME. PAGE 11

BG SPORTS

FRIDAY

Volleyball

October 6,
2000

10/6
At Western Michigan/ 7 p.m.

10/7
At Central Michigan/ 7 p.m.

BOWING GREEN SDK UNIVERSITY

Women's soccer
10/6
Host Miami/ 3 p.m.

10/8
Host Bali State/ 1 p.m.

Men's tennis
10/6-10/8
Host BGSU Invitational/TBA

Women's tennis
10/6-10/8
At UM Invitational/ 9 a.m.

Swimming
10/6-10/7
Host Intersquad meet/ 3 p.m.
Host Alumni meet/ 9 a.m.

Women's CC
10/6
At Notre Dame Invite/ 4:15 p.m

Men's CC
10/6
At Notre Dame Invite/ 4:15 pm

Hockey
10/6
Host York Univ/ 7 p.m. (exhlb)

Men's soccer
10/6
• At Northern Illinois/ 1 p.m.

Football
10/7
Host Akron/ 1:30 p.m.

BGNEWS
SPORTS
BRIEFING
Game postponed
The BG women's soccer team's
match against Wright State
Wednesday was postponed due
to an electrical storm.
The teams played over 16 minutes in the first half before the
game was called.
The Falcons return home this
weekend for games against
Miami Friday and Ball State
Sunday.

Falcons lose
The BG volleyball team was
defeated by Toledo in three
games 15-9. 15-10 and 15-8
Wednesday night.
Senior JoAnna Papageorgiou
led the team in nearly every category. She had 12 kills and a .346
hitting percentage, along with
eight digs and three blocks.
Junior Caty Rommeck recorded 10 kills while fellow junior
Shyann Robinson had nine kills
and freshman Susie Norris netted
eight.

Heading for home win

DC /* i— ^
* - BG/Akron Comparisons
Stadiums
They have the Rubber
Bowl
We have Doyt Perry
Stadium
Advantage: Akron
They play in a Tupperware
product
Famous townies
They have Angle Everhart
from Tales from the Crypt's
Bordello of Blood
We have Orge from
Revenge of the Nerds
Advantage: Akron
Former Victoria's Secret
model, or hairy fat guy who
belches?
Who would you have
picked?
Tire companies in town
They have Firestone
We have Cooper Tire
Advantage: BG
Do we really have to justify
this one
Favorite mode of transportation
They have Good Year flying dirigibles (blimps)
We have 2-RIDE (2-7433)
Advantage: BG
That blimp won't pick you
up from downtown on a
Saturday at 2 AM.
3-2 Akron wins a close
one, 2-RTDE cant stop Angle
Everhart.

Radio: 88.1 EM. WBGU
With Phil Drusa, Nick
Schepis and Ryan Mitchell.
1230: Countdown to
Kickoff

ByDanNied
ASSISTANl SPOfilS EDITOR

Filepholo

IN BOUNDS: The Falcons look to win their first home game
season with a Saturday afternoon contest against Akron.

of the

Can true freshman comerback
Janssen Patten come up with
three interceptions against Akron
the way he did against Kent?
Probably not.
But that doesn't mean the
Falcons won't beat the Zips when
they come to the Doyt Saturday
for a 1:30 p.m. Homecoming
matchup.
Patten, the Mid-American
Conference defensive player of
the week for his performance at
Kent, and the secondary are coming off their best game of the season, and they're looking to build
on that momentum.
"We have to use what happened every week and carry it
over the next week," said junior
free safety Sergio Lund. "We just
have to keep getting better every
week."
Although Kent quarterback
Zach Williams threw for 247 yards
last week, lie did it on 46 attempts
and 24 completions.
Combine that with the fact that
BG s defensive front seven limited
the Golden Flashes to 38 yards
rushing and it looks like the
Falcon defense could be achieving the kind of success head
coach Gary Blackney envisioned
before the season.
Saturday, that immovable
object, will collide with the irresistible force: Akron's offense.
Quarterback Butchie Washington
threw for 241 yards against the
Falcons last season, in the Zips'

By Bob Brumberg

STAFF WRITER

advancing

The men's and women's tennis teams take the court this
weekend after a break this past
weekend.
Women's Tennis
The women's team travels to
Ann Arbor Mich., for the
Wolverine Fall Invitational
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
This marks the beginning of the
long road trip, where BG will not
play at home until February.
They last competed at their
BGSU Invite two weeks ago.
That might be a factor in the
team's performance this weekend.
"It could affect it a little bit,"
coach Penny Dean said.
The Wolverine Fall Invite consists of BGSU. Michigan.
Western Michigan, Cincinnati
and DePaul. Coach Dean
expects tough competition at
the event.
"Every team is very strong,"
Dean said. "There aren't going
to be any easy matches."

By Ian Hi
GUESI WRITER

REACH: Freshman middle-hitter Laura Twyman gets her
lengthy arms way over the net.
BG will now hit the road to take
on Western and Central
Michigan this weekend

;

AKRON. PAGE 11

Tennis back in action SjJiSj
from
SR.B. Fafctrom
SP0KIS WRITER

File photo

BACKHAND: BG co-captain Brandon Gabel returns an opponent's shot in an earlier match.
"Win, lose or draw, we need
to have a more precise, focused
weekend."
Men's Tennis
The Men's Tennis team gets
back in the competitive spirit
this weekend after what coach
Jay Harris described as a, "laid

back weekend." The team hosted the BGSU Pro-Am and the
Annual Alumni Match.
'Everything went smooth,''
coach Harris said. The team will
again play host this weekend at
the BGSU/Keefe Invitational.
The Invite resembles an Atlantic
10 tournament and will feature

BGSU, Dayton. Duquesne, St.
Bonaventure.
Xavier
and
Capitol. Coach Harris expects
Duquesne and St. Bonnie to
give the Falcons the most competition. Abo presenting a challenge is the weather.
TENNIS, PAGE11

Lacrosse swipes wins in opener
F* photo

55-25 win. Last week in a 17-point
upset
win
over
Miami,
Washington passed for 214 yards.
Akron's rushing game, which
racked up 243 yards against
Miami, is an attack from three
backs.
Brandon Payne is the bonafide
star of the group. His 188 yard
performance against Miami
spurred Akron to the win, and he
is trying to become Akron's first
1,000 yard rusher.
A stark contrast to the Zips
rushing attack is BG's one man
army of John Gibson. In the wake
of injuries to starters Godfrey
Lewis and Joe Alls, Gibson came
in against Kent and had the
Falcon's most productive game of
the season with 83 yards on 21
carries.
Gibson was spurred by the
return of center and captain Eric
Curl, who played against Kent
after missing the first four games
of the season with a knee injury.
"Eric's return helps us out a lot,"
Gibson said. "Eric is a good player.
When he's in there it allows people to go back to their natural
position and opens up holes for
us."
If Gibson can stay healthy and
productive, he should help
receiver David Baubsta. who has
been quarterback Andy Sahms
only real target with the injuries to
starters Kurt Gerling and Aaron
Alexander.

The BGSU men's lacrosse
club opened their fall season in
impressive fashion on Saturday,
destroying arch-rival University
of Toledo 17-5. before shutting
out Mentor L.C. 18-0 at the
intramural fields.
In the first game the Falcons
demonstrated that they could
be a force to be reckoned with
this year by dominating division
foe Toledo. In fact, the strength
of the 2000-2001 BGSU squad
was evident Immediate!)* after
the game's opening face-off,
which was controlled by junior
midfielder Chip OToole.
After O TocJe won the face-off
the ball quickly found its way to
the stick of Junior attackman
Scott Legan, who then made a

BG Record: 2-0
BG 17 Toledo 5: Falcon
attackman Bill Falkm leads
team with six goals and an
assist.
BG 18 Mentor LC. 0: RG
goaltender Pete Powelreams
first shut out of the season.

pass to wide-open freshman
attackman Josh Rucci for an
easy goal. Only 10 seconds had
passed. and the score was 1-0 in
favor of the home team.
Yet the Falcons were not
done. During the next four minutes they almost never relinquished possession of the ball,
and as a result BGSU was able to
take an early 4-0 lead. The

Rockets would never truly challenge that lead during the rest of
the game, thanks to the efforts
of a Falcon defense that included senior Josh Herzing, freshman John Barker and sophomore Tyler Harriman.
The top-scorer for the
Falcons was junior attackman
Bill l-'allc >ri. who tallied six goals
and an assist in the game. Junior
midfielder Shawn Murphy
added three goals and an assist
in the contest, while Rucci
scored two goals and three
assists. Both OToole and Legan
also tallied two goals and two
assists in the game.
Freshman goaltender Aaron
Bedra recorded the win in the
cage for the Falcons.
BGSU's dominance on the
lacrosse field continued in the

game against Mentor L.C, as
the home team managed to
tally 18 goals in just 40 minutes
of play. Fallon once again led the
Falcons in scoring by tallying
five goals and two assists, while
Legan recorded four goals and
an assist. Rucci also had three
goals and an assist In the game.
Senior goaltender Pete Powell
was credited with the shut-out
for BGSU.
The Falcons' next game will
be at 2 p.m. Saturday, when the
squad will face the University of
Dayton at Dayton. The Falcons
also will play Indiana University
at 4 p.m. on Saturday at Dayton.
For more information, call
Coach Ian Hill at 419-425-8507,
or check out the BGSU Metis
Lacrosse
homepage
at
www.geocities.com/bgsulax.

ST. LOUIS — Another of the
Atlanta Braves' golden arms left
Busch Stadium badly tarnished,
putting the St. Louis Cardinals
within one win of the NL championship series.
Tom Glavine was pounded for
seven runs and six hits in 2 1-3
innings — his shortest outing In
seven years — and the Cardinals
beat the Braves 10-4 Thursday to
take a 2-0 lead in their best-of-five
NL playoff series.
Will Clark overcame a 2-0. firstinning deficit with a three-run
homer, and Mark McGwire, limited to one at-bat per game
because of knee pain, limped out
of the Cardinals dugout in the
eighth to hit a pinch homer off
Mike Remlinger.
Darryl Kile limited Atlanta to
two runs and four hits In seven
innings, striking out six and walking two.
The reeling Braves, in danger of
failing to make the NL championship series for the first time
since 1990, head home hoping
Kevin Millwood (10-13) can win
Came 3 on Saturday at Turner
Field. Garrett Stephenson (16-91
is likely to start for the Cardinals
St Louis essentially is in the
same position it was in 1996,
when it took a 3-1 lead over
Atlanta In the best-of-seven
NLCS. then lost three straight
After Clark's three-run homer
started the comeback, Carlos
Hernandez had a solo shot in the
second and St. Louis added three
runs in the third on Ray
Lankfords two-run double and
Eric Davis'sacrifice fly.
Atlanta's top two pitchers, Greg
Maddux and Glavine, who have
combined for six NL Cy Young
Awards, have given up 12 earned
runs In61-3 Innings.a 17.05 ERA.
Jim Edmonds was 3-for-4 with
three doubles and two RBIs for St,
Louis, making him 6-for-9 with
four RBIs in the series.

SPORTS
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PICK OF THE WEEK

(W) <D

Consult your local bookie about these
picks. Advice by our sports staff may
not be suitable for children. Side
effects include headache, dimness.
nausea and severe bloating.

Akron at
Bowling Green

PETE STELLA
"The Sea Captain"

#6 Michigan at
Purdue

Bowling Green
21-14
Cause Chad Long
said so. and that's
the bottom line.

Bowling Green
20-17
Akron has 16
turnovers on the
2000 season.

Prediction
Score
Rant

Florida State
42-38
Offensive showdown;
Weinke returns with
a passing fury.

Florida State
45-24
f SU steels this one,
like everything else.

Miami
42-41
1 would rather eat
rats than watch
Bobby Bouden win.

Florida State
28-24
Wenike may not play
but defense too
much."

Prediction
Score
Rant

Purdue
28-24
BreesduefbMOO
yard game, U of M
ready to be upset.

Michigan
24-10
UM knows how to
win. Even against
tough teams.

Purdue
38-31
Casey and Dan forget Michigan's
defense is sorry.

Michigan
38-21
The game is a Brees
for the Maize and
Blue.

Prediction
Score
Rant

Ohio State
34-21
Buckeyes first test
will show everyone
how good they are.

Wisconsin
21-20
Wisconsin can
knock off these
bucks.

Ohio State
28-10
OSU's defense will
milk Wisconsin for
lots of points.

Wisconsin
20-14
OSU is the worst #8
team I have ever
seen.

Prediction
Score
Rant

Georgia
35-14
Carter rushes for
200, throws for 200
to lead Bulldogs.

Tennessee
31-27
Those Tennessee
hicks will edge
those Georgia hicks.

Georgia
24-17
Bulldogs have better recruiting system-they use girls.

Tennessee

Prediction
Score
Rant

Texas
42-28
Texas signal callers
destroy Oklahoma's
secondary.

Texas
22-17
Ricky Williams will
return to hang the
sooners.

Oklahoma
35-17
Texas needs a general to beat OU, not
a Major at QB.

Texas
42-17
Sims? Applewhite?
Who cares? Texas
kills them.

OHIO STATE 1.5 FAVORITE
#21 Tennessee at
#19 Georgia
GEORGIA 4.5 FAVORITE
#10 Oklahoma at
#11 Texas

CASEY O'BRIEN
"Kent Brock/nan"

Bowling Green
17-14
Falcons have steam
after burning Kent.

PURDUE 2 FAVORITE
#8 Ohio State at
#24 Wisconsin

NICKHURM
"Sideshow Bob"

Bowling Green
21-17
Homecoming will
spark a Falcon win
against tough Zips

. FLORIDA STATE 6 FAVORITE

TEXAS 2.5 FAVORITE

BG icers match up
against Yeoman

#

DANNIED
"Ralph Wiggum"

Prediction
Score
Rant

AKRON 8.5 FAVORITE
#1 Florida State at
#7 Miami

Friday, October 6. 200011

By Derek McCord
STAFF WIlltER

35-12 ^^^^^
Bam Burner upset.

This week's guest pic ker, Casei f O'Brien, is a senior Journalism major and head broadcaster for BG 24 News. C 'Brien has aspirations of someday being a commentator on ESPN.

Tennis has goals BG opens MAC
TENNIS FROM PAGE 10
"We hope we are outside.''
Harris said. If the event is rained
out. it will be held at Laurel Hill
and Shadow Valley Country
Clubs in Toledo. Coach Harris
has a few goals and expectations for the team.
"We need to continue to
improve on our play from the
last tournament.'' he said. "This
is a strong tournament, and I
think the teams will be strong."
"We are looking at how we
compete and we are looking to
have a successful tournament."
he added. BCSU has won die
tournament the last four years,

and wants to make it five. But
Harris also has another goal in
mind.
"We've never swept all the
flights, so that gives us a goal to
sweep the flights," Harris said.
The format of the tournament is
different this year. There are to
be three flights of singles and
two of doubles.
However, winning is not top
on Harris' list.
"In the fall, winning is never
the most important," he said. "If
we compete well, winning and
losing will happen by itself."
The Invite will be held at the
Keefe Courts Friday. Saturday
and Sunday, all day each day.

Rushing needed
AKRON,FROM PAGE10
Akron will almost certainly
double
cover
Bautista.
However, a rushing attack could
free him up on running downs.
BC's lack of a ground game
was no more apparent than
their 20-17 loss to Buffalo, while
the Falcons rushed 50 times for
112 yards, less than three yards
per carry. Bautista fought
through double coverage to

catch four passes for 50 yards.
Sahm completed five of 20 passes for 63 yards on the day.
Sahm will be throwing into
the direction of one of the deadliest defensive backs in the
MAC. Dwight Smith has eight
interceptions this season and
he gamers high praise for
Blackney.
"Smith is the best defensive
back I've seen in this league."
said Blackney.

The BG News
has positions
available for

COPY EDITORS

By Derek McCord
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The Bowling Green men's soccer team hopes to pick up right
where it left off In Mid-American
Conference competition, at
Northern Illinois on Friday.
The Huskies defeated the
Falcons last year in the MAC
Tournament and NIU's battle
with BG will be their first conference match of the season.
• BG men's head soccer coach
Mel Mahler knows that winning a
MAC title this season will be how
much they have improved since
the two schools last meeting.
"I think that it is important that
going back there will give us a
pretty good idea of where we are
from a year ago." Mahler said.
"We knew to win a MAC title we
would have to win three of our
very tough road games with this
being the first on that list."
The Falcons are coming off an
impressive 2-0 shutout victory
against first year program
Michigan on Sept. 28 where
freshman goalkeeper David
DeGraff received his first clean
sheet in his collegiate career.
Mahler felt that it was necessary to Anally have a shutout victory on the season.
"I think that it is real important
that we proved that we can
defend and not give up goals."
Mahler said. "They were really
aggressive and we had a bend but
not break mentality that day."
Northern Illinois meanwhile
was defeated 4-0 by conference
opponent Kentucky on Oct. 1 giving the Huskies a 4-6 record so far
this season.
Husky coach Willy Roy has

been using a sophomore goalkeeping combination of Kurt
Baumgartner (2-1-0. 2.09 GAA)
and Rasih Pala (2-5-0. 2.54 GAA)
while having Dan Parisi leading
his team offensively by scoring a
team high six goals. Parisi has a
46 percent share in Northern
Illinois 13 total goals scored this
season.
Since his move from the backfield to the midfield senior Fred
Degand has had more freedom to
move about the field and has
taken over the team lead in goal
scoring. Degand scored the second goal in the 2-0 Michigan victory to give him four goals on the
season and is tied with Matt
Lyons for the team lead in points
with nine.
Detrick Matthews was credited
with the match-winning goal and
brought his season goal total to
two which equals Matthews
freshman and sophomore season
goal totals.
MAC soccer Notes... With seven
MAC schools including Kentucky
University competing this season, the 2000 league tournament
will have a changed format. The
tournament will start on Nov. 3 in
Buffalo with three first round
matches which will pair up seeds
two through seven except the first
seed who will get a round bye.
The quarter finals will be reseeded on regular season standings
putting the highest against the
lowest and so on. The MAC
Championship match will be
played on the weekend of Nov.
10-12 at the highest remaining
seed's field. The champion will
get an automatic bid into the
NCAA tournament.

After the annual intersquad
game the Bowling Green Falcons
will get to hit someone in a different color Jersey when the face the
Yeomen of York University today.
This will be the ninth straight
season the Falcons will play a
team North of the border in their
pre-season exhibition game. Last
season BG faced Toronto
University.
The exhibition will give Falcon
head coach Buddy Powers the
chance to put in his nine freshman against a non NCAA opponent and see what they can do in
an actual game situation.
"As soon as they learn the system and don't have to think about
what they're doing we'll be on our
way to being a pretty good team."
Powers said. "There's gonna be a
break in period though."
Last years leading goal scorer
with 17 goals, Ryan lulu feels that
having the young enthusiasm of
the freshman class is good for the
team as a whole.
"The new guys are working
hard and it makes everyone else
work harder because no one
wants to lose their job." Fultz said.
"We wanted to be the hardest
working team, and so far we're
taking good strides toward that."
York is coming off a 13-8-5 year
in the AU. The Yeomen had four
players with 20 points last season
with left wing Brent Reilly getting
the most with 30. Peter McCague
was York's top goal scorer when
the left winger put 13 in last season.
Sean Murphy led York's blue
liners with five goals and 18
assists for 23 points. Sophomore
Jason Gaggi is their netminder
this season. Gaggi posted a 7-3-4
mark with a 3.34 goal against
average and a 90.7 save percentage.
This will be the fust meeting
between the two schools since '94
when the Falcons played in the
Toronto/Cross Border Challenge
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"Timmer is playing real well."
Masters said. "It looks like he's
ready to go. but personally I think
I'm struggling, but I always think
I'm struggling." "I think that It is a
matter of playing in game situations, its going to be good for me
and Timmer to play again."
The big key missing in the
Falcons defensive equation for
the first part of the season will be
the absence of captain Doug
Schuller who is recovering from
knee surgery.
Powers feels that this three
week period until Schuller gets
back into the line up will be a
good chance to look at the four
new freshmen defensemen.
"This is a chance for a young
guy to get in there and see what
he can do these next three
weeks," Powers said. "We plan on
using a lot of guys so everyone
will get a chance to show their
wares" "Schuller still has a ways
to go to be in CCHA game shape.
"He's made very good progress
and with his work ethic he keeps
grinding away then he's gonna be
back sooner than we thought."
The Falcons are ranked ninth
in the preseason CCHA coaches
poll while are ranked seventh in
the media poll.

File photo

FRESH START: Junior Ryan Wetterberg moves the puck up the ice
in a previous game. The Falcons face its first competition of the
season in a preseason qame against York tonight at 7.

communication. It's our goal.
help us achieve It by letting us know what
you think.
www.bgnews.com

register to vote.

call 372-6966
and ask for an editor

where BG won 9-5. The series
record has the Falcons with a 5-1
upper hand The Yeomen won
the first contest 6-3 on Jan. 31
1975.
Last Friday's intersquad con
test saw former BGSU club team
goaltender Jason Gural stop four
of six shots for the Brown team.
Starting goaltender Tyler Master
started the game for the Brown
team and made 13 saves. Senior
Shawn Timm rounds out the BG
goaltending group this season.
Timm made 10 saves in the 5-3
loss.
Masters who thinks he is not
playing up to par will get the No.
one job this season for Powers
who is starting his seventh season
forBG

2000 elections ore coming soon.

MIKE'S PARTY MART

NATURAL

352-9259
S. MMN IN "I!K. lot's Pi \/V"
r.c.'s it i PARTY STORE FOR OVER 25 YI MIS
Cm i>lti II< S M"\ir MINIMUM I'KKIS

LIGHT

LIGHT

$4.59/12PK

114.99/CASE

BUD

MlLWAUKEES BEST 17.99 CASE
MllLEK LTTE $13.99 24PK
JACK DANIELS COCKTAILS

$

GiT PSVCHtO fOR

1

5S.49

4PK

QQ.

OFF

A ROUND OF
-MINI-GOLF!

Oder not valid with any otrar
discounts. Expires 2000 season.

Sunday

October 8, 2000
At BGSU Ice Arena
12 p.m.
Sponsored by A<t>. All contributions go
to Wood County
Special Olympics & the
Alpha Phi Foundation

•18 Holes
• Great Date Spot
• Lighted at Night
Dirpftions From B.C..
9 Miles North on Main St.
(Rt. 25) in Perrysburg

Open
Fall 10a.m. - dark
Friday and Saturday
10a.m. - 10p.m.

874-5557
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Classified Ads • 372-6977
The BG News will nol knowingly accept advertisements that discriminate, or encourage
discrimination against any individual or group on the basis of race, sex, color, creed, religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, status as a veteran, or on the basis of an)
other legally protected status.

NEWS
Campus Events

Personals

Nnd CASH for the holidays?
HOLIDAY HIRING OPEN HOUSE!
October 23-26, 1 00-5:00pm
300 Saddlemire Building
For BGSU students seeking
off-campus employment.
Watch lor details!
Sponsored by Career Services

Aon Aon Aon Aon

The BG News reserves the right to decline, discontinue or revise any advertisement such as
those found to he defamatory, lacking in factual basis, misleading or false in nature. All
advertisements are subject to editing and approval.

Lil Kristin
Just 2 more days
Until you know who I ami!
Love. Big?

Wanted
Travel
*1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas &
Florida. Now hiring campus reps.
1 •800-234-7007
endlesssummer1ours.com
#111 Early Specials' Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 Days
$279! Includes Meals. Parties! Awesome Beaches. Nightlife! Departs
Florida! Get Group - Go Free!!
spnngbreaklravel.com
1-800-678-6386
• 111 Spnng Break Specials! Cancun S Jamaica $389! Air, Hotel,
Free Meals, Drinks! Award Winning
Company! Get Group - Go Free!
Flonda Vacations $129!
spnngbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
SPRING BREAK 2001
Jamaica, Cancun, Florida,
Barbados, Bahamas. Now hiring
campus reps. Earn 2 free trips.
Free meals...book by Nov. 2nd. Call
for FREE info pack or visit on-line
sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710
SPRINGBREAK 2001
Hiring On-Campus Reps
Sell trips. Earn cash. Go (reel
Student Travel Services
Americas #1 Student Tour Operator
Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas,
Europe, Florida 1-800-648-4849
www.gospringbreak.com

Personals
"Attention"
Student Teachers teaching Spring
2001: Gel your required PPD
(TB Skin Test) at the Student Health
Service. Cost is $8 00 (bursarable).
Last names starting with J-R
Mon, Oct. 9, S-6:30pm
Last names starting with S-Z
TUBS. Oct. 24, 5-6:30pm
1 month unlimited tanning, $25
2 month unlimited tanning, $40
352-7889.

CHECK

1 rmte. wanted in 2 bdrm apt. Own
room, new carpet, dose to campus.
Call lor more info, 354-4372, Jessica.
1 roommate, male or female, own
room, 2 bedroom house, near
Franklin Par* Mall in Toledo. Call
Kevin (419) 475-9303.
Needed: 1 female subleaser ASAP
until May 17. Own room, spacious.
For information please call 3534179, ask for Allison.
Subleaser needed lor a 2 bdrm. apt.
Allows pets. Dishwasher, AC. Call
Jessica 354-6531 after 5pm.
Subleaser(s) Needed
2 BR apt
353-1589

Help Wanted
ASSISTANT HOME SUPERVISORThe Wood County Board of Mental
Retardation and Developmental Disabilities is seeking a responsible individual to provide direct supervision
and provide the appropriate level of
required assistance to residents.
Must have high school diploma or
GED. Minimum of 6 months experience or training in the field of
MR/DD Salary ranging $11.38$17.33 based upon experience. Application packets may be obtained at
11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd . Ent. B.
BG, OH. 8:O0am-4:30pm. Application deadline October 16, 2000
EOE.
CHALLENGE CJ2UBSE
FACILITATORS
Some one to instruct team-building
activities for children and youth. At
least 18 years old. Indoor and outdoor courses including an indoor
climbing wall. S7 00-510 00 per hour
based on experience. Training is
available for motivated individuals
with related experience.
LIFEGUARDS AND SWIM
INSTRUCTORS
Red Cross Certified lifeguards to
guard pool and teach swim lessons.
$7.25-59.00 per hour.
Both positions are part Brno with
fluctuating hours. If interested,
please contact John Bentz (Program
Director) at 243-7255 or apply at the
Catholic Club at 1601 Jefferson Ave.
Toledo OH.

>W5.

Help Wanted
Behavior Specialist-provide behavioral treatment to seriously emotionally disturbed children and adolescents in a crisis stabilization setting.
Knowledge of behavioral principles
and interventions preferred. Experience with children/adolescents important. One full-time position, mostly afternoon/evening hours (salary
range: $18,500-24,000 plus an additional $500 for weekend work). One
part-time position-mid-night to 8am
shift, two days per week (salary
range: $8.89 to 9.62 per hour). Send
resume to CRC. PO Box 738. Bowling Green. OH 43402.
CHILD CARE ADMINISTRATOR
and TEACHERS
Responsible tor the supervision and
management of a before and/or after school program for school-age
children. Must have education or
training in child development/early
childhood education Experience in
supervising school-age children preferred. Need valid driver's license
and reliable transportation. Part-time
position with competitive wages.
Come to the East Toledo Family
Center, 1020 Variand Ave. to fill out
an application or call Scott Michaelis
at 419-691 -1429 extension 149 or
Lisa Black, extension 152.
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in
over-time hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a
minimum of 15 hours per week or 40
hours plus over-time. Many college
students work here. Starting pay is
$5.30 per hour with an automatic
$.25 per hour increase to $5.55 after
100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs
involving assembling and packaging
small parts. Apply in person between the hours of 9:00am and
5:00pm (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS, INC.. 428 Clough Street.
Bowling Green, Ohio, only 2 blocks
from campus near Kinko's and Dairy
Queen next to the railroad tracks.
If you have advanced wnting skills
and are interested in a fun and creative job developing promotional materials, then this student position in
Continuing Education is for you.
We're looking for a motivated and
detail-oriented person to work in a
team environment. You will assist
with project conceptualization, research, writing, editing and
proofreading copy for press releases, paid ads, catalogs, and web pages. Here is an excellent opportunity
to develop your professional portfolio. Relevant work experience preferred. Preference given to individuals desiring employment longer than
2 semesters. $5.90mour, 15-20
hours/week. Resume and portfolio
required for interview. Call Anita
Knauss, 372-8181 for appointment.
Application deadline October 12,
2000.

Help Wanted

Help Wanted
Babysitter needed immediately, 2430 hours a week, 352-3848
Babysitter needed in our home for a
toddler 4 days a week. Please call
419-539-7065. Southwyck area.
Aerobics Instructors
The St. James Club and Aquarius
Athletic Club has openings for
experienced Aerobic Instructors.
Great benefits and pay Call
1-419-841-5597 (Rick).
Lawn maintenance positions avail.
Part & Full-Time
Call Knickerbocker Lawns 352-5822
Needed: Ass't to Maumee glass
blower artist. Daytime hrs. w/some
evening flexibility. $7 25 rate hriy.
Pref. art student but not essential.
Will train w/1 yr. commitment Aid
artist in actual blowing, variety of
odd jobs to prepare for art shows,
travel opportunities. Guaranteed 20
hrs. per week. Call 419-382-7645.
Part or full-time sorters or cleaners.
$7.50 hr. Walking distance from
campus. Apply in person at 441 Pike
St.
RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT posttion assisting persons with mental
retardation/developmental disabilities in daily living skills in a Residential setting. Part-time, and Sub positions available ranging from 29.5 to
74.5 hours biweekly. Salary is
$7 55/hour for first 90 days, thereafter beginning al $10.24/hour
based upon experience. High school
diploma or GED required; no expenence necessary. Positions available
in Bowling Green. Portage. Perrysburg, and Walbridge areas. Interested persons may obtain an application packet from Wood County
Board of MR/DD, 11160 East Gypsy
Lane Rd.. Bowling Green. Ent B.
Monday-Friday, 8:00am-4:30pm.
EOE.

Cinema 5

09
A Higher Plane
off Technological Excellence.

For sale-27" Phillips/Magnavox Television with remote control, almost
new, $250. Also. Phillips/Magnavox
4-head VCR with remote, same condition as television, $100, or both for
$300. Call 372-4563.
HONDAS FROM $29/mo. Police impounds! 0 down, 24 mo. at 19.9%.
For listings 1-800-319-3323 ext4558

SOWK. Psych, and Gero majors.
Looking for a job to enhance your
resume? BG Manor has an act.
asst. position open. Hrs. incl. M. W.
F 9:30-5:00, and every other Saturday. Please call w/?'s or if interested 352-4694 Ask lor Angela or
stop in lo fill out app. 1021 W. Poe
Rd. EOE.

For Rent
1. 2 and 3 Bedroom Apartments
From Only
$430
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen

Telemarketing, now hiring, full/parttime, guaranteed hourly rale, average earnings $8 an hour, 2 blocks
from campus, call Christie at 3538705.

Small PeU Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715
313 N. Main St. Apt. »1-untum. efficiency. all utilities furnished (except
phone or cable). Rent «310.00
month
505 Clough St Apt. B 22-2 BR unlurn apt S540 00/mo Tenants pay
gas and electric.
849 Napoleon Rd. Apt «2B-untum
2 BR apt. $425 00/mo Tenants pay
gas and electric.
NO PETS! DEPOSITS EQUAL TO
ONE MONTHS RENT
Call John Newlove Real Estate 354-

Telephone interviewing No sales.
Flexible scheduling. Relaxed atmosphere. In Perrysburg. Up to $7.00
hour depending on skills 874-9541.

For Sale
1984 Volkswagon Vanagon Camper, stove, sink, Iridge, $3,000 obo.
354-9720.
1989 Toyota Corolla, blue, t|oo<j
cond, $1500. 353-8261.
1991 Geo Metro, under 70,000
miles, asking $1200 obo. Call Beth.
352-5382.

FABULOUS

2260.
WANTED ASAP 1 subleaser for
apartment in Hillsdale Own spacious room!! Just $190 a month, utilities extra. Lease through Aug.
2001 Please call 352-6142, ask for
Brandi
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At its Interactive Best!

163 S MAINBOWUNG GREEN

COSMOS
F

""D

203 N. Klein

Joe-To-Go

.'

i Small Sub
' 10 Wings
> 6 Mozzarella Cheese

Keeps it HOT Up to 4 hours!
Cal Ahead 8 Reserve Yours Today!

354-JAVA 5282)

352-5166

WTOTBSE'ANYT""• T 1 Item pizza or calzone
' 5 Reg. Breadsticks

Portable
Coffee Containers
Filled with 96oz. of
Gourmet Coffee

6llV€nV

M
SI.50 Minimum

Open Weekdays 4 P.M. • Lunch Fri. •Sot. •Sun.

Sticks
. 6 Chicken Fingers

rho Best Seat In Town

4 Pearl Jam tickets for Oct. 7 O the
Palace of Auburn Hills. Call 419308-3038

Clerical Assistant needed lor
Continuing Education to assist with
lilling systems, record keeping, report generation, word processing,
photocopying, other duties as assigned. This student position requires a high degree ol accuracy
and strong organizational skills. Prtor office expenence required. 12-15
hours weekly, $5.907hr Application
deadline October 12, 2000. Call Anita Knauss, Continuing Education,
372-8181.
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There's Always Something New in Classifieds!

CINEMARK

For Sale

FOR $5.50
OR

3/$8
FREE DELIVERY

352-5166
fa*"
203 N. MAIN
Not Valid With Any Other Otler • Expires 12/31/00
Cotton (XX naed ■ |uil Mkl
CW« P1ZZ* • SUBS • S»L«OS • CA120NES
REG. STUFFED » CHEESY BHOSTX
POTATO SWMS 'CHEESE CAKE

For Showtimes call
354-0558
Woodland Mall - N.Main St.
log on lo ^H

^rt

Regiser to recieve
showtimes via email!

For more than fifty years, BFGoodnch has recruited the best and
brightest minds to make the world of flight safer and more efficient.
'During that time, we have established the industry standard for
excellence in technology, manufacturing and customer service, as
well as a record as one of the largest global suppliers of aircraft
wheels and brakes Continuing our record of aviation product excellence requires the addition of outstanding college graduates for our
Supply Chain Leadership Program and Procurement Co-ops.
BFGoodrich Aerospace will be on campus wtth important information
about their exciting entry-level and co-op opportunities, test-track career
growth, and highly competitive compensation and benefits package.

Career Fair:
Tuesday, October 10
Perry Field House
On-campus Interviews:
Wednesday, October 11
Olscamp Hall, Room 101
If you are unable to attend the career fair and are interested in learning
more about a career at BFGoodrich Aerospace, send your resume to:
Human Resources Department; BFGoodrich Company; P.O. Box
340; Troy, OH 45373; Fax: 937.440.2091. An Equal Opportunity
Employer. M/F/D/V

©IrX>oodrich
Aerospace

M

October 15, 8pm
Tickets - $10 with BGSU ID
Stranahan Theatre
BGSU students call 381-8851
4645 Heatherdowns
for this special offer!
Toledo • for directions &
student tickets call 381-8851

General Public tickets available for $20. Available at Ticketmaster Outlets or Charge by
Phone at 419-474-1333 or online at dcketmaster.com

